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City Energy Plan Praised
By State Energy Official

David Bowker and his pet boa constrictor.

Burglars: Beware Of Boos!
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Burglars, beware! This shop has a
pair of boa constrictors.
The shop is the Bowker-Farley Auto
Trim Shop on Fourth Street, and the
boas belong to David Bowker and Mike
Farley.
The local men made_ pets of the
snakes, which are usually found in
tropical-climates. They survivebest in
temperatures of 80 degrees, and in this
kind of weather, that can only be obtained with a heat lamp.
One of the snakes was obtained from
a pet shop in Nashville. The other, the
largest one, was found in a dormitory
on the Murray State campus.
Word has it that the snake, which is
about six feet long, had been lying in the
elevator shaft in Franklin Hall.
Feeding on mice in the building, the
snake lived for quite some time in the
dorm, with no one knowing of the
reptile tenant.
When the snake had rid the dorm of
mice, it tame looking for something
else to feed on, and was found in one of
the hallways. That's when Bowker
purchased the snake.
The smaller snake is about3% feet
long. The pair feed on live mice-they
must kill their prey themselves,orthey
won't eat it. Their mouths are large

enought to swallow a rabbit- or a
chicken in one bite. The snakes kill
their prey by biting into .it, and then
wrapping. their tails around the prey
and squeezing the life out of it.
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The snake as a species grows to near
14 feet long, but Bowker doesn't know if
these snakes will make it to that length.
He plans on keeping_them as long as he.
can, he says.
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Association announced that its memhe energy conservation plan.
Calloway County Schools will operate
bers will be Open from 11-a. m. until 5-p.
ed in the City of Murray is the
on a six-hour day and any extra
,
m., Monday through Saturday.
ost comprehensive and best
curricular activities requiring adGroceries will be open from 9 a. m.to
program submitted to this date,"
ditional heat will be cancelled.
9 p. m., Monday through Saturday and
Damon Harrison, commissioner of the • The school systems have adopted a
10 a. m. to 6 p. m. on Sunday. The
Kentucky. Department of Energy.'said
whey of 65 degree ternxrekres during
grocers ti5ii to reduce Weal and'
, the day and 58 degrees at night. School
Lighting, also.
_Generally, the program for Murray
officials have advised parents to
Pleas car &ka
requests all businesses to cut oierating
cooperate by dressingtheiriffiliiren so
Saturdays except for showrooms, with
hours by at least 20 per cent and to use
they will be comfortable at 65 degrees.
temperatures between 55 and 60
every method possible to save energy,
In the county system, buses will
degrees.
especially natural gas; and to eliminate
make their runs one hour later in the
all unnecessary lighting.
mornings and schools will be dismissed
Most business in local shopping
The local program -also asks all
at the regular times.
centers will be open from 10 a. m.to 7 p.
residents, except in case of illness, to .
In the city system, Carter Elemenm,-Monday -thsough- Saturday, and.
-Cid temperatures in their homes toGS
Murray Middle Schoorwilf
Cary and
•
1 p. m.to6 p. m.on Sundays.
from
degrees during the day and 60 degrees
open at 8:30 a. m. and close at 2:30 p.
Local drug stores plan to open from 9
or lower at night. Residents are also
m., while Robertson Elementary and
a. m. to S p. m., Monday through
requested to close off all unused space
Murray High will begin their day at9 a.
Saturday.
bus
Morning
m.
in their homes and to eliminate all
3p.
at
dismiss
and
m.
Murray Theatres have cut" their
• unnecessary consumption of energy.
schedules will be one-half hour later 'showing time by 35 per cent by
"I commend each and every one of . than normal. The afternoon schedule
ellininating the second show Monday
you for a fine program," Harrison said
will remain the same._
Thursday and the Saturday
through
Several groups of businesses and
morning as he gave the energy
matinee.
department's approval to the Murray
professional offices will be open from 9
All businesses in the community are
effort.
m. until 4 p. m., Monday through
Friday. Among those are attorneys, urged to cut their hours by 20 per cent
Various types of businesses have
agreed on- restricted hours of operation
insurance agencies, real estate offices, .or more. Several, not listed here, have
particular to that type of business.
• Murray Electric System,some florists, chosen to completely close down for one
day (usually Monday or Friday). .
Banking institutions will be open
and Murray Water System.
in addition to the bus-Thess closing,
from 10 a. m. to 3 p. rn., Monday
All churches have been urged to have
Murray State University has converted
through Thursday; 10 a. m. to 6 p m.
meetings on Sundays only with other
to coal and will limit all meetings asfar
Fridays; closed Saturdayand Sunday.
essential meetings to be held in
as possible in gas-heated areas. Hot
All city and county government ofmembers'homes. water has been eliminated to all
fices, with the exception of protective
Restaurants are cutting their hours of
buildings except those that are
services, will be open Monday through
operation by 20 per cent on an inessential for health or maintenance.
Thursday from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. and
dividual basis.
The Murray Ledger & Times has also
closed on Friday, Saturday and Sun
Sager -Glove Company has.cut its
• cut its times of operation in compliance
day:
work week from 52 hours a40 hours.
with the 20 per cent cutback.
Merchants
The Murray City Schools and
Downtown
The

Carroll Prepares For Decision
On Declaring Energy Emergency

41/

FRANKFORT, Ky. rAP - Gov. Fridays-though they could use even
can cut energy to acceptable levels it
Julian Carroll sifted through reports of more gasoline for other trips that day.
does not matter how long they stay
The savings in heat for state
voluntary fuel' savings compliance
°Penbuildings is supposed to come from the
today in preparation for a decision on
"We'll see Friday if we have to go to a
whether to declare an energy extra day off and a new heating
declaration of emergency,"Carroll told
arrangement: einergency.
a reporter.
Carroll said temperatures will be
Meanwhile, nearly 30,000 state emUdder such an edict, the governor
ployes began a four-day.„ workweek lOwered tg 50 degrees from Friday to
would have power to apportion energy
ordered by the governor to conserve Sunday and that during the four work
as he sees fit.
vital fuel supplies in the cold weather days the heat will be controlled as if
At a luncheon meeting of the board of
officps wereclosed Ai;30p.m.
crisis.
_
the Economic Development Com-.
•
- And at least 10,000 workers in private __The...governor already has asked
mission, Carroll gave it the task of
industry have been laid off to far-7,000 certain important services-such as
preparing for another possible brutal
because of the energy shortage 'and groceries, drug storet and service
winter next year.
stations-to cut energy use by 20 per
3,000 because of the weather.
"We'll look at what we might -do to
Robert MacDonald, the chief state- cent.
/
-Ile asked those handling nonessential, reassess priorities of fuel uses," he
labor statistician, said considerably
said. "We may come up with
more layoffs are expected thisweek,as services-such as restaurants and
suggestions to the Public- Service
per
40
utilities further curtail natural gas department stores-to cut back
Commission."
,prd
supplies to industrial users.
in
reduction
a
Carroll indicated he, is basically
to
referred
he
Actually,
on
"It's impossible to make a guess
opposed to curtailment of electric
hours, bu; his office clarifieff that
the final total," he said. "It depends on
usage "because it •cuts our producambiguity Monday.
whether plants have the ability to
tivity:"
It said, in effect, that if businesses
convert to oil or propane. If not, they'll
have to shut down."
But other fuels are also in short
supply and Carroll's decision at the end
of this week, possibly Friday', might be
based on over-all availability.
The governor will be depending on
weather forecasts, the rate of fuel
consumption reported by utilities and
advice from his energy consultants.
Thomas "Tip" O'Neill suggested to him
State employes henceforth will Work
WASHINGTON 1AP- An
that if the Senate approved Carter's bill
frrnm 8 a.m. to_6 p.m. Monday through
emergency measure that would give
without major amendments -- as it did
Thursday with one half hour for lunch.
President Carter authority to ration
- then the House might go along with
Normal hours are 8 ami. to 4:30 p.m.
scarce supplies of natural gas could
the Senate version.
with one hour for lunch.
become law today.
The new shift amounts to a 38-hour
Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., the chief
The Senate approved the natural gas
week instead of 40. Parriittfie gap will
sponsor of the bill, said he felt
Rouse
to
it
sent
and
night
bill 91 to 2 Monday
be made up Feb. -21, Washington's
could -still get thebill to
Congress
that
hciping
the House, where leaders were
birthday, which Carroll has ordered as
week if the House votes on
this
Carter
the
to'
it
send
and
vote
a
to
it
bring
to
a working day instead of holiday.
its own version. In any event. Dingell
President's desk today.
same,and 68 went up slightly.
to
continue
will
agencies
state
Some
for
Department
the
for
analyst
said he does not' believe the House
market
The unemployment rate in Calloway
The state's.-highest unemployment
operate normally, They include the
The Senate fought off attempts to
committee amendment substantially--' -County was up in I5eceinber by .3 per Human -Resources,-says that 41 of the
rate was in Powell County, at 15.2 per
Corrections,
in
it
of
approved
state
Bureau
and
siolice,
Measure
the
amend
•
of
rate
in
dropped
counties
120
alters the thrust of the legislation.
state's
the
below
well
remains
cent, but still
cent, and the lowest was in Woodford
Division of Disaster and Emergency
nearly the same form the President
unemployment during the Novemberto
state and national figures.
ceiling
a
put
would
amendment
The
County, which posted a 2.4 per cent
Services, Department of Energy and
requested last Wednesday.
December period, 11 remained the
The unemployment rate for Calloway
on the. price that interstate pipelines rate.
the
UnernployffrentInsurance-Division.
'
County was_4.1,per cent in December,
•It would give Carter the auffiniWTO-- cot*, pay forri-fe-expensive gas-m-7_
•
"a-significant
claimed
governor
The
. intrastate markets . gas now produced
up from the. 3.8 per cent figures ,
areas that-need it the most
to
gas
divert
'savings
. fuel coniumbtion" would
recorded in .` bath October and
beCause of abilornially cold weather
and sold in the same State..
resultfpm the four-day week.
November. These figures were
would free some gas from federal
and
Carter's proposal would allow in,sayed
woold
Gasoline presumably
Aug. 1. released today by the Kentucky.
rontroltthrough
price
pipelines To tidy gas- from the terstall.
-,ince Workers won't commute on
oces.
Department for Human Resur
intrastate market to make up for
leaders were said 'to be OnHouse
Kentucky's Western Waterland has
vices such as an airport:*
shortages.
'Western Kentucky's unemployment
sidering taking up the Senate-passed
officially gone 'on record supporting
The resolution says that according to
from
cent,
per
a
of
one-tenth
• dropped
instead of their own version.
today
bill
The President could only divert gas
construction of an airport facility in
Corps of Engineers figures, Lake
4.9 per cent in November tri 4.8 in
from low-priority users-on interstate- .
• Mostly clear tonight. Increasing -The House version, approved 21 to 17 by
Trigg
County
near
Lake
Barkley
State
Barkley has the highest visitation
December, according to the figures.
inpipelines to high-priority'u.sers
cloudiness Wednesday. Lows tonight in the.Commerce Cominittee on Monday,
Resort Park.KWW,a tourist promotion
growth rate of any Corps of Engineers
The state rate is 5.6 per cent and the
cluding homes, hospitals, schools and
the mid to upper teens. Highs Wed- includes an amendment setting a new
for
organization
Kentucky
and
Barkley
project, with visitation presently nearly
national rate is 7.4 per cent.
small bresinessses - elsewhere. Lownesday in the mid to upper 30s. Price limit , for gas bought from the'
Lakes, has sent a resolution to Kenfour million people andtally.
market during The total number of persons unemintrastate
10
from
unregulated
priority use includes heating for indiminishing
Westerly
winds
tucky Transportation Secretary John
It. also points out that the Corn- ployed in the area in December was ,Roberts,.spcornmending actioa_taLlis
the emergency period.
•
dustry. factory and office buildings.
miles an hour tonight.
establlOedr6beit3967--- - nionwealta of Kentucky has prtritans15-_Rep. Bob F:cktairdt,•thTex., author of
office fo provide an airport facility in
• The committee sent the bill to the
providedairport facilities to service all
amendment, said it would probably
the
bark
TODAY'S INDEX
The unemployment rate for Calloway
that
th vicinity of the state park.
procedure
a
tinder
floor
in the area" and that
parks
state
major
in ceiling pries ranging .from
result
than
better
was
cent
per
4.1
of
County
din
' ,
furthers amendments and requires
One Section Today
"there is a gread demandP for such
about $2 io $2.22 per\ 1.000 cubic ket,
many of the neighboring counties in the
executive secretary, the resolution was
members.
House
by
vote
two-thirds
23
•
Local Scene
airport facilitiea for national and endepending on which state the gas came
Jackson Purchase. Rates for these
sent after an unanimous vote for the
2
Dear AWy
fear that
leaders'
congressional
Some
."
.
recreational
events.
nualarea-wide
from.
were:
Graves,
counties in December
inaction by the KWW Board of Directors
3
if the-House approves the committee
lists several important
Without the amendment, the price at.
their January meeting:"The lack of • The resolution
6.5 per cent, as compared with 6.3 in .
4
Opinion
version, then a day or two will be lost
which
fishing and golfing tournaments
Page
gas sold to interstiite
intrastate
per
3.8
McCracken,
as
cent,
November;
airpoil facilities in this popular
4
Garrott's Galley
before the bill can be sent ,to the
take place on Lake Barkley,
pipelines would not be liritited. The
compared with 4.0 in November;
vacation area can seriously hamper its
67
Sports
President .while the different versitns
c_urren1 ceili
iaia_ ,Gisael-4111...0..DIes.ZNaligi4V1-11114114•41*.saia.... c.aml
Marshally-fia4ass-rra.491$1111=1-.9-01--,-Sekwe-Brwwtht1_,ff
reconciten, possioir a useare
per. thousand cubic feet. The unper cent in Nove ber; and Trigg, 5.4 .region is going to become tile tnajor . airport near,take Barkley State 'ark
8 • Senate conference entrimittee.
Cross brd
regulated intra te gas has drawn
could service Land Between The Likes
per cent, up from 5,0 per cent in
vacation area tht,
we have the
8,9
Classifieds'
Senate Majority Leader Robert Byrd,
prices up to $2.
thoUllibid Cubic
November.
potential to become, we must have the . and many recreational., businesses on
10
Deaths & Funerals
D-W.Va., said that. }lima*, Sp,eaker
feet.
Kentucky Lake. . .\.
Robert MacDonald, chief labor
support of the State in providing ser*

Emergency Measuce
Could Be Law Today

Unemployment Up In Calloway
County For-Month Of December

Ii

•

KWW Supports Building New
Trigg County Airport Facility

Mostly Clear
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mensend-Duncan t'ou's
.Solemnized Recently

'Dean.

Miss Nancy Townend • and Clinton Dale Dwican- were
married Friday, January 14, at the home of the bride's grandmother, Mrs. Beulah Fairris,Puryear, Tenn.
The bride is the only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Townsend of Puryear, Ten.i., and the groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Duncamof Dexter Route One.
Bro. Leon Drennon performed the ceremony. The attendants
were Mrs. Lula Farmer, matron of honor, and Bro. Bob Farmer,best man.
The new Mrs. Duncan is a graduate of Henry County High
School and is employed at Gallimore's Cafe, Hazel. The groom
is a graduate of Calloway County High School and is employed
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan are now residing in Hazel.

Does Unwed Father.
Have Legal Rights?
By Abigail Van Buren
1977b, Ch.cajo V,,bun• N V Now,Soo inc

DEAR ABBY: I am a 31-year-old single man. I started
-seeing a 19-year-old- waitress, and we got serious. She said
she was on the Pill, but somehow she turned up pregnant. I
promised to marry her, but I kept putting it off until it was
too late for her to get an abortion, so she had the baby. I
admit I gave her a hard time, saying t wasn't sure the baby
was mine. We ended up in a big fight, and she told me to
get lost.
. Well, she had a boy, and now he's 13 months old and she
won't let me come near her or the baby. She even refused
child support from me,saying she wants nothing to do with
me.
I have taken Jesus Christ as my personal Savior and am
truly sorry for my past mistakes. All I want is a second
chance. Can I force, herlegally To let me be a father to my
DAUGHADA BOY
son? Or doesn't a father have any legal rights? • • .
Thomas,
John
boy,
A baby
A CHANGED MAN
Jr., was born to Mr. and Mrs.
John Thomas Daughaday,
DEAR CHANGED: From where I sit, I'd say the young
Trailridge Road, Mayfield, on woman is holding all the aces, but if you want to know your
Sunday, January 23, at the legal rights, engage a lawyer. Beyond that, I recommend
Murray-Calloway County prayer.

McALPIN GIRL
Caprecia Faith is the name
chosen by Mr.and Mrs. Danny
McAlpin of- Sedalia for their
baby girl born on Tuesday,
January 18, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs. C. L.
McAlpin of Sedalia and Mr.
and Mrs. James Osborne of
Pryorsburg.

WILSON BOY
, Mr. and Mrs. Randy Wilson
of Hazel Route Two are the
parents of a baby boy, Jason
Bruce, weighing five pounds
eight ounces, measuring 17
inches, born on Tuesday,
December 28, at 1:36 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is self employed
as a farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Bruce Wilson of
Hazel Route Two and Mr. and
Mrs. Jay Warren of Murray
Route Four. Great grand__parents are Mr. and Mrs. Joe
—74iruce Wilson of Hazel Route
Two and Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
Grandparents are Mrs.
Ross Paschall of Murray
-:---Route_ _Four. A great great Mary Elizabeth Daughaday
grandmother is Mrs. Amelia and Mr. and Mrs. E. W. AnErwin of Murray Route Four. derson, Jr., all of Mayfield.

y

BARGAIN NITE
AT THESE THEATRES

I

DEAR ABBY: You told CANADIAN that it wasn't
--Kidered-pfoper To mop up every last drop of gravy with
coi
bk sac
a piece of bread. -ThiS
When I first went to ,Washington, B.C. as the lac,
Franklin Roosevelt's secretary. I often dined informally.
with him and Mrs. Roosevelt, and was appalled to see
Eleanor mop up her ptate with a piece of bread on her fork!
I finally got up the nerve to ask her if that was correct,
and shortly afterward in her column, "My Day." the
following appeared: "Not Only is it all right to.mop up
everything on one's plate with a piece of bread, that's the
best _part of the meal."
.,Sollnow you can recommend 'sopping • up every bit of
gravy on one's plate.
ROLAND HILL
-

411.

ll

DEAR ROLAND: Asstriiirigthat your recollections-are
accurate, just because a famoui: lady fractures a rule of
etiquette doesn't change the rule, but it probably will
serve as a sop to other "soppers."

DEAR ABBY: I reply to the woman whose CeOp.
husband- refuses to bathe regularly or use a deodorant.
Well, if he's a typical Scorpio. nagging him about it will
(only make'him more stubbon. II know, I'm also married to

•••
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
If only they knew
she had the power

C'eP/DT I

7.30
Only

1006 Chestnut

Thursday, February 3
Tuesday, February 1
Ellis Center will be open
Purchase Area Fellowship
will meet at Graves County from ten a. m. to three p. m.
Court House, Mayfield, at for senior citizens with hand1--werk and visiting at 1010 a.
seven p. m.
m., sack lunch at noon, and
— e p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will table games' thre
meet at the Health Center at
Business Chairman,
Ruth Tuniac, right, Industry and
seven p. m.
of Dimes for
Calloway-Marshall Affiliate
March
the
and Jerry Fitch, chairman of
Diabetes
of
American
that has been
money
the
count
County,
Calloway
KSA LPN Distr.ict 17 Unit 1 Association will meet at First
March. Money
collected thus far in the March of Dimes
will meet in the conference Presbyterian Church,16th and
the March of
in
daily
deposited
is
march
the
in
collected
Murray. Ray
room of the Murray-Calloway Main, at seven p. m. Parking
of
Bank
Peoples
Dimes account in the
generously
County Hospital at seven p. m. available in rear or south of
assisted
Brownfield of the Peoples Bank has
church. Registration begins at
of birth
end
the
toward
work
to
campaign
in this special
Groups of First Baptist 6:30 p. m. and meeting is over
defects.
Church Women will meet as at eight p. m.
follows: Annie Armstrong
Calloway County Library
with Mrs. Paul Lyons and
Dorothy with Mrs. Homer Board of Trustees will meet at
•
Miller, both at ten a. m. and seven p.
eaduate assistants,
The Youth Diabetic Group
Bea Walker in church parlor
The next meeting will be
at nine p. m. after Bible study. Garden Department, which met January 26 at announced when a film can be
Murray Woman's Club, will Winslow Cafeteria, had over
verified.
Donald L. Story will present meet at ten a. m. for a 30 in attendance. The group
a recital of clarinet music at workshop, followed by the agreed to meet four times a
.the Clara Eagle Art Giallery, meeting and program at 1:30 year.
_
'rhe program was conducted
Prince Doyle Fine Arts pm.
by Ann Ingle, Nurse, MurrayCenter, MSU, at 8:15 p. m.
Murray Wom n of the Calloway Co. Hospital, and
Moose will n-met eight p. rn. Anne Flood, Dietician,
Murray Assembly No. 19 at the lodge
Co.
Murray-Calloway
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Hospital. Films and tapes
will meet at the Masonic Hall
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of were shown.
at seven p. m.
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
A general get acquainted
7:30 p. m. at Ellis Center.
period was held followed by an
Delta Department, Murray
exchange of recipes and
Woman's Club, will meet at
Milton C. West, Murray, refreshments.
T:30 p. m. at the club house. baritone, will present his
Refreshments were
senior recital at 8:15 p. m. at prepared by the Home
Per Pose In Living
Kappa Department, Murray the recital hall of Fine Arts Economics Department of
Wciman's Club, will have an
MSU.
Murray State University
.
Pe
SUpet VI 1
under
the club house.
For Each Original Print
MSU Women's Society Freida Brown and her
Coffee will be at the home of
•No Limit
January Bible Study will be Louise Sickel, 101 South
Okay
*Groups
I
PM
—1 F IMM
L
at First Baptist Church at Eighth Street, with Francoise
'All Ages
seven p. rn.
Kettering as cohostess, from
HOSPITAL PATIENT
10:00 to 11:30 a. m.
Mrs. Oscar Turner of
The Professionals
Audubon wildlife film, "A
Jerry Clower of Nashville, Murray has been dismissed
75,34035
S. 121b
118
Naturalist Afield" will be
Tenn., will appear at the West from the Western Baptist
Free Parking In Rear
shown at Murray State
Paducah.
Hospital,
Kentucky Livestock and
University. at seven p. m.
Exposition Center, College
Farm
Road, at.7:30.p, m.
Wednesday, February 2
Story Hour at the Calloway
County Public Library will be
at 3:30 p. m. with program,
the Richard Valentine PupI litA
Pets.

The wife should say to him, "Oh, honey, I 'just love it
when you smell so clean. You come on so sexy that I caL
hardly stand it!" i Of course, shell have to catelv-hirr.
sometime when he IS clean.)
If he -doesn't fake the hint, she could prepare a riit6
warm bubble bath for herself and ask him if he wants to
jump in.
IT WORKED FOR ME
DEAR WORKED Congratulations!
For Abby's new- booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send St to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr„
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212 Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped (24*) envelope

CARrilk
_
11)

Thru Wed.

Open Huse Parties And
Dinner Are Held Recently

3rd Big Week

QL

America's Most WIWI Nero

7:30
Only

WOODY ALLEN.
"THE FRONT"

1010 Chestnut

. nME61EL
1 1
MUISCSIE1 BOUM .

Thru Wed.

7:30 Only
Sun.
thru
Thur.

641 N Central Ctr.

Thru 2/9

7:30 Only
Sun.
Thru
Thur.

641 N Central Ctr

Thru 2/9
_
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NOTICE

One of the most popular Rachel
Alice
Hendon,
events ever held by the Koinecke and Treva Mathis.
Murray State Women's
Decorations at the Holiday
Society was the recent open Inn were arranged by Lois
house parties followed by Sparks, Joan Brun, Patsy
dinner at the Holiday Inn. Humphreys and Jackie
Many persons were involved Harrison.
in planning and carrying out
Following dinner a social
these functions.
hour was held. A faculty trio
Members who opened their comprised of David Nelson,
homes for the open houses Neale Mason and Thomas
were Carol Jtilian, Wilma Baker performed Schubert's
Wilson,Shirley Winters, Ellen Trio No. 1, B flat Major, Op.
Spencer,- Linda Venza, Ruth 99.
Howard, Judy Payne and
The evening's festivities
Linda Begley.
cOncluded around the refresh,Assisting them in the, ment tables where punch and
hostess duties were Cheryl cookies, made by Barbara
Whitaker, Celeste Cikula, Pat Gray, Cheryl Whitaker, Betty
Baker,Candle Rankin, Debbie Hassell, Debbie Burgess,
Burgess, Mary Ryan,Dee Ann Virginia StrOhecker, Helga
Umar, Eloise Langford, Anita Keller, Jo Oakley, Karen
Lawson, Margaret Yosh, Goetz, Eloise Langford,
Beverly Stickler, Wilma
Beatty, Jane Prince, -Karen
McFaren, Judy Muhleman,
Marilyn Mikulcik and Jean
Bennett, were served the
more than two hundred
• Members and guests who
attended.

Effective immediately, the
new office hours at
the Murray Electric System
and Murray Water System
will be from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

Murray Electric
System
Murriyifiater System
••••••••••

YoutPi Diabetic Group Hears Program
By Ann Ingle And Anne Flood At Meet

Color

Artcruft Studios

If orkshop-Program
Planned. Garden
Department Here

Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the ComThe Garden Department of
munity Center at 1:30 p. m. the Murray Woman's Club will
Lola Fisk as hostess and meet Thursday, February 3,
lesson on "Dough Flowers." at ten a. m. at the club house
for a workshop to plan for the
January Bible Study Will be annual benefit card party to
at 6:45 p. m. at First Baptist be held February 22.
Church.
Each member is asked - to
bring small cuttings rooted or
Lunch for senior citizens potted to the, workshop
will be at North Second Street meeting.
Community Center at twelve
The program on "Planting
noon and call-753-8938 for meal and Propagating" will be
reservation by 11:30 a. m. Call presented by Virginia and
753-9725 for transportation.
Marshall Henry at the
meeting at 1:30 p. m. at the
Bowling for senior citizens club house on Thursday.
will be at Corvette Lanes at
Hostesses will be Laura
1:30 p. m.
Galloway, Myrtle Cayce,
Shirley Morton, Louise
Murray Open Duplicate Somers,
Barletta
and
Bridge Club will meet at Wrather.
Gleason Hall at seven p. m.

ENOUGH MEAT
Do we need to Vorry about
getting enough high-quality
protein? Most Americans
don't because we are great
meat lovers and have been
blessed with an abundance.
With rising rood costs,
however, there is some indication that we' may be
cutting back somewhat on the
tunutuit of meat we eat. Even
so, surveys indicate that most
of us eat more meat than we
need.

Flint Baptist Church
mission groups will meet at'
seven p. m. at the church.

S'4_

ATTENTION
MOVIE GOERS

DUE TO THE
NATURAL GAS SHORTAGE
The Murray Theatres will have

ONE SHOW NffELY AT
7:3_0 SUNDAY Thru THURSDAY

-

hermostat settings will be belo
ormal during operating hours an
t absolute minimum during non
perating hours - This Policy In Effec
Until Further Notice
Tommy Brown
CItyMonogr

Pagliai's Pizza

Baptist Women,.„Baptist
Young Women,and Acteens of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
are scheduled to meet at seven
p. m. at the church.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

MSU Women's Society
Coffee will be held at the home
of Diane Spurlock, 1007
Poplar, with Helen Hogancamp'as cohos-tess, from 7:30
to 9:00 p.m. This was cancelled previously.

Every Wednesday Night 4:00-9:00 only

Italian Spaghetti
Combination Salad
Garlic Bread & Drink

Hey,it's a
Kentucky
Fried Chicken
Day.

(MILK OR ALL THE FRESH BREWED TEA OR FRESH
GROUND COFFEE, OR SOFT DRINK YOU CAN DRINK)

• •

th IA;

All For TO
You Can't Eat This Good
at Home for $1.59

2 Pieces of Chicken
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy
Hot Roll

(INSIDE DINING ONLY)

A COMPLETE MEAL

Kentucky fried CiOdta
MURRAY

LUXURIOUS DINING FOR 225 PEOPLE

ES/).11
(:1,(6/•:/) 1l,L /) 11 11"
()pc,/ II .111 Thar.s. h.b.

Pagliai's Pizza

Corn-Austin's

HOME OF THE BOTTOMLESS COKE

FINAL CLEARANCE

510 Main

• •—•,pe...• •

•••

753 2975

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

fabric and what finishes are
By University of.
desirable for your purpose.
Kentucky County Extension
Know the care, and wear
Agents for Home
requirements for your purEconomics
Most of us have times when pose. Will the fabric get much
CAPRICORNwe are moody and irritable rubbing or wear? If it will,
(Des. 2'2 to Jan. 20)
6k(
and
not much- joy to our choose a strong fabric. Know
Direct your enthusiasm for
frier* around
Of coarse the special requirements you
.worths.c..auses -Anto-progrossive
TabricS - such
.channels You may have tot
we all like to have friends, and have
revise premius plans, however.
one of the best ways to make as conditions that cause
Especially favored now: travel,
and keep' Mena is to be fading, wear from pets,
social interests.
yourself, but be your best children, etc. Know where to
AQUARIUS
self!! How friendly are you? find fabric labels and, what
tJan 21 to Feb. 19)
--Are you fun to be with? By fun, kind of information they can
Awareness will ward off
I mean an enjoyable, pleasant give you. Know how much you
many problems Vigorous
action may. not be necessary,
-delightful person. It may be can afford to pay. Know the
but thorougtmess and sureeasy to forget that others are width of the fabric. - Mildred
footedness will be. Control
Steirig us jisst as we really are. Potts, LaCenter.
emotions
+ ++ + +
Be considerate of the feelings
of others, respect their rights
Feb 26 to Mar. 20)
ENERGY SAVING Perking
i-ivocl influences! Activities
and help them to feel at ease
coffee
on a range surface unit
should be handled evenly so as
- Sue Fraser, Bardwell.
takes four 'times .as much
not to lap over too far in any one
+++++
electricity as using an electric
direction Start with a tempo
Success
in
growing
you
can
keep
-,
percolator. Toaster ovens use
---andinamtainit:
,
- decorativeplantsin the home
approximately one-half the
probably
depends
as
much
on
YOU BORN TODAY are
good judgment in selecting the... electricity that standard
endowed with a fine mind.
-ovens use. Oven meals are...
unusual versatility • and a
plants as on skill in,caring for
bouncing, volatile personality.
them. First, decide why you your best-answer to conrving energy. - Juanita
You are a gay and witty .conwant house plauts. Do you
Mnonett, Paducah.
versationalist, are at ease as a
want.
them
only, for use as
listener and are extremely
decorative accessories? Or
democratic iii chikaing friends
are yOu interested in growing'
and associates. Your talents run
There is much concern
to the creative and, properly
and tending the plants as Well
the flammability of tent
about
educated. you could shine as a
as in displaying them? If you
fabrics. Some manufacturers
journalist, writer of short
want plants only as decorative
stories, musician or enaccessories, buy them for
tertainer. Science and the
their
appearance.
Get
graphic arts may also appeal to
healthy, well-formed plants
you. You are entlafsiastic about
that are near the size that you
anything you undertake and, if
called upon to lead, can always
need for decorative effect.
come up with the know-how
Water the plants regularly
and.. often, an extraordinary
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
until
their
appearance
ginunick or surprise tactic.
becomes
president
unsatisfactory,
of the Calloway
then
Bitthdate of. Jascha Heifetz,
replace them With neir plants. county Retired .Teachers
World renowned violinist.
- Mashie Griffin, Clinton.
Association, has announced

For -youi

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some disturbance in career
matters could cause you to be
unnecessarily abrupt with loved
ones. Don't let this happen or
you will regret it later.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211
If you maneuver skillfully
„wough, you Can gain some
-0Vantageoul fringe benefits in
a business negotiation.
GEMINI
Evelyn Jones will be the instructor for the Art Education Classes for adults and
(May 22 to June 21)
children to be held at the Murray Art Guild on Saturday, February 5, with classes for
One of those days wheri a snap
adults from nine a. ni. to twelve noon, and for children from one to three p. m. Miss
decision could turn out surprisingly well. You ordinarily
Jones, a junior at Murray State University, is a specialist in oil paintings, drawings, and
deliberate carefully in all
portraits. The class will be limited to ten persons each and to enroll persons may call
situations, but right now a
767-4258 or 753-9085.
hunch will pay off.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23.)
Some misleading influences.
Watch ouIlor any attempt to
break or default on contracts,
'other agreements.
'LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
NEW YORK (AP) - The shuck their wardrobe of ever again will be one length
Accent is now on travel. A trip
miniskirt. You remember, longer, comfortable skirts for or one style.
taken in connection with a legal
that merest suggestion of a frivolous frocks.
"Variety maces sense."
issue could have an especially
cdverup, that excuse for a
Ann Jones, fashion coor.Afterall, some suspect the
fortunate outcome.
dress that glorified ankle, mini had a greater and more dinator for Macy's of New
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPtii
calf, knee, thigh - and zealous following among men York, says: "I don't think
unpredictable
Some
frequently a bit more.
than among women who found we'll see them except in the
associates need watching now.
It was the stuff of which bad it a chilly concession to vanity. contemporary
department,
One or the • other could try to
jokes were made. It made an
"The miniskirt or mid-thigh maybe in juniors, and then
"muscle in" on one of your pet
industry of pantyhose and an tunic looks sensational for just a few for spring and
solo ventures.
historical marker of the office playwear. It's great for the summer. LIBRA
drinkingfountain.
-revery - (Sept. 24to Oct. 23) la .
Well, after seven years of legs," says Helen Saltzman, saleable. They're just not
undertakings, study what are
banishment by the fashion fashion director at Saks Fifth comfortable. The fashion
good newofferings.
possibly g
arbiters, the miniskirt is Avenue. "I don't believe customer wants longer skirts,
Give careful thought to
making a comeback. Not too women will be dictated to any and we have a hard time
decisions you must make soon. '‘
fast. Not too short. Not for longer, and I don't think there selling them if they're not long
Outcomes could be extremely ; (//// )(
important to the future.
everyday. Not for everybody.
enough."
SCORPIO
But a comeback. Of course,
When confronted by the
Bruce Lee Clayton, son of
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeVhere and there - what with
mini issue, men are predicMr. and Mrs. James Clayton,
A day to test- your mettle.
holdouts like Mary Hartman
enthusiastic, often
tably
Take up the reins where others 1304 Olive Blvd., Murray, is
around - the mini, like the
reminiscing
about 0 the
among top scholarsat David
slacken; renovate, improve
beehive hairdo, never went
magnetic minis they trailed on
Lipscomb College, Nashville,
where you can. Lend your fine
out-of style. ,
busy street:
4up the escalator
Term , based on grades for the
constructive talents freely.
Some Paris designers, like
The Golden Age Club will and ttithe filing cabinet. - past quarter..'
SAGlITARIUS
Pierre Cardin and Kenzo, are meet Friday, February 4, at
But in fashion departments
i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A graduate of Murray High
Neither charge with great School, Clfaxton is on the honor
showing minis strictly for the social hall of the First around the country, the
force nor sit back doing nothing, roll of students-- posting
playwear, at the beach, on the United Methodist Church. A sentiments are the same: Yes,
in the hope that you'll win over gradepoint averages of 3.50 in
-rruiseship -or-at- the resort. potluck. luncheon will be mini will be about..kiut not in
the opposition of others. The
And there are some shorter served at noon with Mr. and abundance. And there won't
4.00 system. He is majoring
innate good judgment of the
Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mrs: be a stampede.
cocktail dresses.
Sagittanan should show you the in Bible and is a Lipscomb
It remains to be seen Tennessee Outland, Mrs.
way.
whether women will approve. Mane Mattingly, Mrs. Mary
There surely won't- be a mini Lamb, Paul Kingins, Mrs.
revolution and, fashion ex- Katie Overcast, and Mr. and
perts say, few women would Mrs. Bill Marose as hosts and
Calloway-Marshall
The
hostesses.
Following the luncheon the Affiliate of the American
program will honor all couples Diabetes Association will hold
and sweethearts of the club. A its regular monthly meeting
special tribute will be ren- on'Thursday, February 3, at
Presbyterian
dered by the group to Paul the .First
Kingins when he will be Church, 16th and Main
crowned "King for A Day," Streets, Murray.
This will be the second
having recently retired from
his position at the First United meeting of the Kar and we're
looking for a good turn-out if
Methodist Church,.
PlIate, a
The program will consist of the weather- will cooa comedy skit and a Hawaiian spokesman said.
Even with the bad weather
musical number, concluding
on January 6, twelve people
with community singing.
Celebrating birthdays for came for the meeting that
2 PCS CHICKEN
the months of January and night. •
Everyone is welcome to
HOT ROLL
February will be Roger
attend
POTATOES & GRAVY
the meeting whether a
Burgoyne, Will Rose, the -Rev.
James Fisher, Marcella diabetic or not, as some are
Wheeler, Vernon Roberts, borderline, and potential
Carmen Horton; Clarence cases; and we welcome these
Horton, Lawrence Wheeler, also., a spokesman said.
Eunice Shekel, Gussie Adams,
DINNER FOR FOUR
and Frances Beach.
Pineapple Chicken
Rice
Snow Peas Broiled Mushrooms
'
,Walnut Torte
Beverage
PINEAPPLE CHICKEN
For use in an unglazed clay
casserole.
8,4-ounce can sliced
pineapple in heavy syrup
PARIS FASHIONS — Two designs are shown in Paris as
Mr. John G. Long the field editor of a well-known New York subsidy
1 4 cup soy sauce
publishing firm will be interviewing local authors in a quest for finished
part of the spring-summer collection from the House of
1 tablespoon minced fresh
manuscripts suitable for book publication. AR subjects will be conginger
Chanel. At left is a coat ot almond-peach tweed over a
sidered, including fiction and non-fiction. poetry, juvendes 'religious
1.2 teaspoon nutmeg
green
and white flowered chiffon dress. At right, a blue
books,etc.
3-pound broiler-fryeet-cut
He will be in Mayfreld in late March.
flecked and white fweed dress.
up with excess fat removed
If you have completed a book-length manuscript (or nearly so)on any
Submerge the top and bottom
subject, and would like a professional appraisal (without cost or
of -a 3,2-quart . unglazed clay
obligationl please write immediately and describe your work. State
casserole in water for at least
whether you would:.,ftrefer a morning, afternoon, or evening ap15 minutes. Drain juice from-pointment, and kindly mention your phone number. You will receive a
pineapple into the empty damp
confirmation by mail for a definite time and place.
casserole; stir in soy sauce,
Authors with completed manuscripts unable to appear may send
ginger and nutmeg. Add chickthem directly to us for a free reading and evaluation. We will also be
en, skin side up, and pineapple
glad to hear from those whose literary works are still in progress.
slices. Cover and place in a
cold oven. Turn temperature
M.-John G. tong
control to 450 degrees and bake
until tender —.45 minutes. '
171Idron
The chicken will not brown.
The
sauce will have a delicate
84 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011
flavor and be -tnin. 'Makes _4
' Phone(212)243-8800
servings.

n•iir"

Miniskirts Shown Br Designers
But Fashion Not In Abundance -

ifttiCg

!Imre(1(1N-ton

ilonor

(;olden _4ge Club
To Honor Alernber
Here on Friday

Diabete.s Club To
Hold .1Ieet Here

Retired Teachers
Plan Meeting, ,.-lt
The Ellis Center

Adhesive sewing tape with
printed lines make perfect top
stitching and zipper application possible. Trim tape
to desired width and stitch
next to edge, not through tape
however. The tiny pieces of
paper left in seam when tape
is removed'are next to impossible to .get out. - Dean
Roper. Mayfield,
+ ++
Fabric-selection
pointers
that make decisions easier.
plan for your,
and select , a fabric for a
specific use in a specific room.
Also consider the'color, texture and pattern that you
prefer. Know whatiabrics are
on the market and the fibers
from which these fabrics are
made. Know what to expect
from each fiber. Know how the
fabric is woven- and what to
expect from the weave. Know
what finishes are used' On a

roam,

association will hold their first
meeting of the new
Monday, Feb. 7, at Ellis
Center at two p.
Or, E. B. Howton, member
of the program committee.
reported that Mrs. George S.
Hart will present a slide-talk
of her travels last year.
Mrs.'Tart, who has traveled
extensively,
her
has
bachelor's and master's
- .degrees from -Murray State
University. A former member
of the Board of Regents at
MSU,she v. as formed) editor
of- the Murray .Ledger
Times.
are 101 members of
, There
.
the
Calloway
Retired
Teachers Association. Officers are; Dr. 'Sparks,
president: Miss Hazel Tarry,
vice president; Mrs. Agnes
McDaniel. secretary; and
Mrs.
Lorene
Swann,
treasurer.

have begun to produce flame
retardant tents and some,
states are establishing,
standards for tent flammability. A pup-tent that is net
flame , retardant-, can be
engulfed - in flames and
destroyed by fire. Although a
MIK If
get otit of
-the tent quickly if it catches
fire, he may experience
severe burns if riis clothing
catches fire. If it has not been
flame retardant treated, a
'Small tent can be completely
destroyed in twenty seconds.
-- Judy Hetterman, Hickman_
+. + ++
USE OF CORRECT HANDSEWING NEEDLE' Embroidery -Also called crewel needles are 'exactly, like
sharps but have a longer eye
for easier -threading. Betweens are, shorter needles,
good for detailed handwork,
such as fine stitching on heavy fabric as in tailoring. Quilting
needles are size 7 Betweens.
Milliners - also called straw
needles - are longer needles,
best for basting and millinery.
Harmers are long needles,
used for basting and darning
with cotton. Ballpoint needles
are very fine, long needles,
used for bead work and sewing
sequins on fine fabrics. Jean W. Clow., Murray._

awatte:ran

On
Fall &
Winter
Dresses
and
Sportswear
irD1

ell irk

ra

New
Spring
Arrivals!

rinrorrrnmnry

Marcile's
Fashions
816 Coldwater Rd.

DINNER
SPECIAL

'Pros, i's

Open Mon. thru Sat.
101 8 S. 13th
Murray
753-8471

Call Now For Free Skinny School leYson

Joe is from the New Concord area. He is a self-employed general «it-firm tor.
He and his wife Naomi have three sons. foe fr. and John Wayne are in
Calloway and Glenn goes to fast. He has spent seven sears at MSC as a
security officer' arid has trained as a corrections officer at Iddyville State
Prison. While at MSU Joe has completed schooling as a lass tsffit .nduding
two semesters at' law enforcement, bomb scare school. dissident group'
training,, not training and traffic control, as well as prisoner control at Iddyville. Joe is an active member of the F. 0. P. lodge No. 23. Murray. West
Kentucky legion of the Moose No. 56, Madisonville, and loyal Order in the
Moose No. i911, Murray. foe will try to see as many Calloway totintians as
possible before election time and will appreciate your concern and support in
his behalf. If You are a CB'er breaker, breaker on channel 1? and see if Ole RUHO has his ears on.
.• Committee to elekt Joe Beard, loan Cooksey, treasurer
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I Atonak end oitanionettA artit les on this paety arc presented it
tbo. purpoxe cf providing a torn, for theTreek rwritertpte of dot-tering
-pinions letters to the editor in response to.'ntlitortaLx and
,tonionatt.,1 d rt,,.les are encouregvd
Mr editors of tilts new qtaper. stroni.:It . belies.. that to limit
opinionitted articles to °nit those who hi pwrrollkl the editorial
,
philosop•st if this newspaper would by a dissertat r to our reader:
therefori•
drizu readers attik ilaind agree a tth an eddertal stand kw
Page
'
ri,pood
.1
oluntn
to
the idea. presented bt an indis idual writer in
t
tIJI tt.e4r fl;l'ilagA th....104M
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Garrott's Galley

Hand Out
Of Hand
Can you read your own
handwriting?
Frank King, vice president of
Instrument
Writing
the
Manufacturers Assn., says
lugubriously and not Without
reason thqt the odds are you
can't.. He worries that
American penmanship
getting worse and worse.
In order to focus attention on
this calamitous condition, Jan.
23 was set aside as National
-when
Handwritingeveryone was urged to try to
write more legibly.
King says that American
businesses lose more than $100
million a year because illegible
handwriting. caused billing
mistakes, bookkeeping errors,
garbled records and the like.
He says that work that had to be

redone because of all this
probably cost another $100
million
We have no way of checking
these figures, but we're
downright certain that many
is
handwriting
people's
atrocious. Some letters to the
_editor come in codes we can't
crack.
King's rule for improvement:
Slow down, make your letters
more open, attach lines where
they're s-upposedto be dttaclied
-and try to make all letters the
same.
Most of all, though, he asks us
to keep in mind the unfortunate
person who'll be reading what
we write. Be merciful.
Sure enought, we'll try. But
meanwhile, thank heaven for
the typewriter.

"Low Down"
FROM THE

Congressional
Record
By JOE CRUMP

(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

BILL REVIVES CIVILIAN
CONSERVATION CORPS
REP. ROBERT DUNCAN (Oregon)
"...Today I introduced legislation to
revive the Civilian Conservation
Corps...
-In *the darkest days of the
Depression-ridden 1930's, the Roosevelt
administration recruited an army of
young men from the Nation's troubled
cities and sent them to work in the
forests of the West. At its height, in
1935, the Civilian Conservation Corps
numbered half a million men,scattered
in more than 2,500 army-styled camps,
under supervision of the old War
Department. Inspired by that program
and motivated by the severe unemployment problems facing this country,
I have introduced a bill to revive the
CCC.
"There are three principal objectives
which this legislation will accomplish. .
"First. Our outdoor recreational
facilities have deteriorated and many
campgrounds and picnic facilities have
been closed and abandoned.
"Second. Millions of areas lie fallow
and unproductive because we have not
spent the mohey and made the effort to
replant...
''Third. Millions of acres of
rangeland are today incapable of
carrying the allotments of livestock
they should because they have been
overgrazed and the waterholes
stamped dry...
"Millions of dollars are needed to
replant the national forests and
rangelands, to build drift fences,to drill
wells, to build waterholes, to control
grazing patters, to build trails, picnic
facilities, campsites and footbridges...
--
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The Editor's
Notebook

Clower's Visit To Be Like
Old Times For Lloyd Jacks

"I believe my bill can alleviate a good
portion of those three major problems.
More important are the benefits to be
derived by the Natioff from the growth
of the individuals who serve in the
Civilian Conservation Corps...
"President Carter made references
to a CCettype program in his debates
with President Ford..."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
1977 differs from the 1930's. Today the
American taxpayer has invested
millions of dollars in AMTRAK and
CONRAIL. Rather than build trails and
picnic grounds the CCC might be put to
better use. Train derailments ate injuring and killing Americans.
Thousands of miles of trackage is
unsafe at any speed. The CCC might be
recruited to rebuild -railroad right-ofway so passenger traffic on AMTRACK
and freight traffic on CONRAIL be
made safer and fast schedules be
Maintained:
The CCC could point with pride to an
important contribution to a project
justifying the American taxpayer's
AMTRAK and
investment in
CONRAIL.

By M.C.Garrott .
selling fertilizer to farm cooperatives in
It'll be like old times for Dr. Lloyd
Mississippi, before skyrocketing to
Jacks when country humorist Jerry
fame as an entertainer with his unusual
dower comes to Murray "for his 7:30
knack for telling funny stories based on
p.m. Thursday appearance at the West
his experiences and the people he has
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
known over the years.
Center on College Farm Road.
Lloyd is anxiously looking forward to
Lloyd is a professor in the agriculture
another reunion with his old friend.
department at Murray State and a
+++
friend of Glower's from way back. They
This coming
weekend, the
saw 'each other for-the-first time-in
Includes
more than 15 years last April in Biloxi,
churches from Louisville west to the
Miss. Lloyd was attending the Southern
Mississippi in Kentucky, will hold a
Region Conference in Agriculture
two-day conference at Murray State,
Education, and Jerry was one of the
and the 300 members participating will
principal speakers.
be served an unusual lunch Friday.
--TheiF-aecniaintancis.datesbackto-late-- To be known as erFair.Share Meal,"
1940s when Lloyd was teaching
it will illustrate the great variance in
vocational agriculture at Mabens, the types of lunches the people of the
Miss., which is in the same county as
world will be eating that day. Mrs.
Mississippi State University. Jerry was Suzanne Doyle is in charge of the affair,
playing football and studying
the idea for which came from the
agriculture at the university. His wife,
bishop. Joe Dyer and his food -service
Homerline (pronounced "Homerfolks at Murray State will serve the
lean") was a pretty blonde secretary in fare.
the agriculture education department
Everyone will pay the same $1.25
at Mississippi State.
charge when they enter, but none will
Both Lloyd and Jerry did their
know what they will be served until
agricultural student teaching under a
told where to be seated or stand.
man by the name of Tom Ellis, who at
Six per cent of those present will be
the time was teaching at the Caledonia, served a lunch much like most of us are
Miss., High School, Lloyd doing his in
accustomed to .— i salad, meat,
1944-and--Jerry---hie-in40500 -Ellis later
vegetables, dessert, coffee and milk.
became director of vocational They also will have table linen and will
agriculture education for the entire
be served by waiters. ,
state before retiring only last spring.
Twenty-four per cent will receive
cut-up,"
"Jerry always was a big
only a vegetable plate. It, too, will be
says Lloyd who has followed his served to them but on tables covered
friend's career with great interest and
with simple plastic cloths.
who maintains'a file on his major press
The remaining 70 per cent will have
coverage. "He always was a big story to stand in a line to be served a bowl of
teller, and it really wasn't a great rice, a spoon and a glass of water. The
surprise to see him become famous as tables to which they will be directed
an entertainer.
will be bare.
.."One of his many antics- on the
"We hope this will make some of
Mississippi State campus," he went on them stop and think," Mrs. Doyle said.
laughing, "was to stand on his right "We hope it also will motivate sharing
foot, stick his left foot out straight between tables as the more fortunate
behind him parallel to the ground and share what they have with the less
with his right hand straight out point fortunate."
like a bird dog at any pretty girl going
An unusual and interesting idea. I'm
by. He would swing around 'holding the invited, but Cathryn assures fne that
point' until she got out of sight."
the rice is all I need.
+++
Clower, who is one of the top recording comedians today, went on to get
his degree in agriculture at Mississippi
State, majoring in agriculture
education and agronomy, but he never
taught vocational agriculture. Instead
he became the assistant county agent in
Cifayette County, Miss., and later went
with the Mississippi Chemical Corporation.
He became the firm's sales manager
and headed a force of 30 salesmen,

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

Every sector of our !peal community
seems to be joining in a spirit of
cooperation in the conservation of
energy. That's good,. because It will
take total cooperation to accomplish
Homeowners should also join in the
conservation effort by setting their
thermostats back, closing -.off unused
rooms, using less hot water and just
plain being stingy in their .use of
energy.
Shoppers should note thelioUrs their
favorite stores are open and patronize
them during these hours. If everyone.
does his or her part, we'll make it
through this crisis more easily.
Just think, the first-day of Spring
(March 20), is less than seven weeks
away.
0+0
The Calloway County High Speech
Team added another feather to its cap
with a first place sweepstakes win at
the Russellville tournament Saturday.
These students, excellently coached
by Larry England, are doing a grand
Job of representing the local area in
forensics meets.
0+0
A psychiatrist in Prague was baffled
by the case of a patient who continually
walked about with one finger stuck in
his ear. The patient claimed there was
a fly in his ear, driving him mad.
The psychiatrist, after trying all
accepted forms of curing the man,
decided to try a hoax. He placed the
patient under ether, and "performed"
an operation to remove the fly.
When the patient regained consciousness, the doctor told him the
operation had been a success. The
patient left the office in a happy state.
However, a week later, the psychiatrist
met him on the street and the man had
his finger stuck in his ear again.
"What's the idea?" the medico

asked."I told you I removed that fly!"
"I know you did," replied the weird
one. "But you don't think I want to get
another one in there,do you?"

-Today I-n History.
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 1, the 32nd
day of 1977. There are 333 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1790,the U.S.Supreme
Court held its first session, meeting in
the Royal Exchange Building in New
York City.
On this date:
In 1587, Queen Elizabeth the First of
England condemned to death Mary,
Queen of Scots.
In 1861, Texas voted to secede from
the Union.
In 1893, Thomas A. Edison completed
work on the world'sfirst motion picture
studio in West Orange, N.J., for under
$700.
In 1956, Autherine Lucy became the
first black to be admitted to the
University of Alabama.
In 1965, Martin Luther King and some
770 other blacks were arrested during
civil rights demonstrations at Selma,
Ala.
In 1968, Richard M. Nixon announced
that he would seek the Republican
presidential nomination.
Ten years ago: In China, forces of
Mao Tse-tung claimed to have seized
the capital of Sinkiang Province an&
put rebellious soldiers to flight.
Five years ago: There were strikes
and boycotts in Ireland after a clash in
Londontierry in Northern Ireland in
which 13 people were killed by British
troops.
One year ago: Celebrations were held
around the world to mark the Lunar
New Year of the dragon.
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Do You know the significance of those twolittle words?

a ;man die shall he live again?

Job 14:14.

Eternal life — the world has no
answer. God alone has the Sure and
certain promise for- us in heaven.
Make your peace with God.
-

10 Years Ago 20 Years Ago

Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield
has been appointed chairman of the
Dairy and Poultry Subcommittee of the
House Committee on Agriculture at the
committee's organizational meeting
under the leadership of its new
chairman, Rep. Bob Poage of Tennessee.
"Builders have'made hay' during the
warm spell. Work has progressed
rapidly on the new Murray State
University administration building at
Main and Fifteenth Streets," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Sheriff .Cohen Stubblefield reported
this morning that a counterfeit twenty
dollar bill turned up at One of the local
grocery stores in Murray yesterday
•Tifternoon.
Births reported incilude a girl,
Melissa Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
George on January 27.
Bill galley, Mike Redden, Mark
Thurman, Chuck Kemp, Bobby
Fournier, Gary Dunn, Jeff Garrett, and
Randy Wright participated in the
Pinewood Derby held by Cub Scout
Pack '90 at the Murray University.
School.
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Brown C. Tucker of Kirksey Route
Two is one of ten Kentuckiana farmers
who will receive Tom Wallace Farm
Forestry Awards in recognition for
conserving and improving his farm
woodlands.
Deaths reported include Tommy bate
Erwin, age thirty-three months.
James R. Brown, fire control
technician second class, USN,- son of
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Brown, is serving
aboard the radar picket destroyer, USS
Southerland with the Seventh Fleet in
the Far East.
Mrs. Goldia McKeel Curd, Mrs.
Clifford Melugin, and Mrs. Lois
Waterfield attended a special school of
instruction for the Supreme Forest
Woodmen Circle at Knoxville, Tenn.
The Lynn Grove High School Wildcats edged the Murray High School
Tigers with a horn sounding basket in a
basketball game this week.
Coffee is advertised at 79 cents per
Pound in the ad for Johnson's Grocery
this week.

It is probably the most impor'tant and meaningful greeting that there is,
especially for Burger Queen. Our ability to say "Hi Neighbor" distinguishes
us from any other fast food operation in the country.
Ninety per cent of our Burger Queen Restaurants are individually owned
and operated.- As a result, we have a big small-town orientation that no
other fast food chain has. Burger Queen can say "Hi Neighbor" and mean
it! We are our customers' neighbors. We live there. We work there. We go
to school and to church there. We are a part of the community and are involved in it. We care about its future because the community's future is our
future. •

2
Man
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Because we care we are reducing our operating hours approximately
33% instead of the 20% requested by the city of Murray.
We would also like to challenge the other businesses in Murray to do the
same to insure that you, our neighbors, have the energy that you need to
heat your homes.
Until further notice our new hours are 10-9 Sunday through Thursday
and 10-10 Friday and Saturday.
Thank you for cooperating with us and our new hours during the energy
crisis.
As always we will continue to strive to give you the best quality and ser_ vice as possible.
Your Neighbors'

I Let's Stay Well

Cold Builds Up Tensions
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By FJ.L Blasingarne. M.D
Getting arotuT6 presents siNTIE
element of strain: Clothing is
heavy and voluminous, and may
be constricting. Regular exertense and fatigued. - cises for relaxation are MOLT
At ',last of us are more subject difficult to carry out.
In influence by' our environment.
Startin-g your car and driving
includfng the weather. than we
it in a. slick read in slow traffic
readily admit. A cold wave Ls produces tensfols. Public
,e.Probilble%leiatlelltillAban- a tlauweration rnay-„tte = slugAsh
anti crowded. making you Idle
It/fig-lasting heat waver
tor your appointments.
Less violence. occurs in cold
Peiiple. may exhibit more than
than in hot weather. Severe cold
the 'Average amount of tension
impairs mobility and encourages loneliness The long This is especially true of family
nl.ciiiticr, who are crowded
nights and gray days are
together and :spending more
depiessing to some people.

Q:-Sir ND. asks wheiN.r persistent cold weather,such as has
recently gripped much of the nation, could cause him to feel

•

time in direct limited contaCt
Get adequate rest. Plan less
activity and reduce expecta,*
lions Use the telephone to communicate. When feasible.
postpone the nonessential until
better weather comes.
gotid.
But cold weather IS
tame'-to see a --sbuttan., n14-49V-k,_ •
change may help you. too

a

Prostate Trouble
And Older Men

Q: Mr F.W. says that he has a
number of friends who have had
prostate trouble in later life. and

he wonders how common such

ailments really are
A: About half of the men over
age 45 have prostatic diseases
that require medical attention
Many of them respond well to
tt-eatment
Cancer of the prostate is mlre

_fr.imictit_tetAder men .anct re
quires early diagnesis for cure
though even later cases can he
relieved, in mact instances, IT
an extended period of time It is
wise for men age 50 and older 4.,
have their prastates checked it

North 12th Street

least once a year

•
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Fuel Barges Begin
_Locking Through
Icy Ohio River Dams
LOUISVILLE;Ky. AP) — it will take three days to get to
Barges laden with fuel badly the Louisville area from
needed in the north have where they are now."
begun locking through three
The dams are located on the
dams on the icy Ohio River, western portion of the river
but a spokesman for the Army near Golconda, Ill.,. and
Corps of Engineers said Paducah, Ky.
Monday the vessels still can't
Heating oil is in short supply
move upriver.
in Pennsylvania, where many
Scores of barges have been homes are running short of
waiting below the three dams fuel. Ohio River barges supply
for more than a week. much of that area's fuel oil.
Officials feared the structures
Gasoline, particularly the
would be damaged by ice if unleaded variety, is running
they tried to raise them so that low in Kentucky. Petroleum
barges could pass through the officials say they can foresee
Jocks_spot shortages,and possibly
But the Corps decided to long lines at service stations
take a chance last week and again.
an operation to raise the dams
And salt is needed for
was completed on Saturday.
highways in Kentucky,
Corps spokesman Martin Indiana, West Virginia and
Pedigo Said the dams 'were Ohio.
raised in the hope the
Pedigo said there is no way
maneuver would expedite to guess how long it will take
delivery of badly needed fuel the barges loaded with oil for
products and salt for high- Pennsylvania to reach the
ways.
Pittsburgh area.
Now that the dams have
"We would hope the river
been raised, however, the would rise faster than a foot a
towboats pushing the barges day, but'we can't even.be sure
still can't move upriver it will go up that fast," Pedigo
because the water level is too said.
low, Pedigo said.
He said officials aren't
"The level of the river has hoping for warm weather to
gone up about two feet since melt the ice because that
Saturday" in the area of the would do more harm than
dams,Pedigo said."But it has good.
to come up about five more
"You'd get some of that ice
feet, and we can't say how broken up and moving and
long tha$ will take. Nobody , that could make the river
knows."
dangerous," Pedigo said."We
And even when the water don't want it to thaw that fast.
level rises sufficiently; We don't want running ice. It's
towboats still will have to one of those things where we
proceed slowly, breaking up are between a rock and a har,d
ice as they move upriver, place."
Pedigo said.
Unlike other frozen rivers,
He said 54 towboats, each there is no danger that the
pushing 19 to 12 barges, were Ohio will overflow its banks
in the traffic jam.
when the ice melts, Pedigo
"At least half of them are said.
carrying some kind of fuel,
"We haven't had any rain.
petroleum, coal, or road salt," The ice cover throughout the
Pedigo said "We_ will give whole Ohio Valley is not that
priority to those carrying any bad. We've figured out that if
kind of fuel."
the total snow cover would
A fuel barge can carry six melt it would be the equivalent
million gallons — about 20,000 of about an inch and a half of
barrels — of heating oil or rainfall."
petroleum, said Chuck
Schumann, another Corps
spokesman.
"We will get them through
as fast as we can," Pedigo January 24, 1977
said. "Once they start moving Adults 139
Nursery 10
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Farmer (mother
kathy), Rt. 5, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Kathy J. Beach and
Baby Girl, Box 743, Cadiz,
Mrs. Cora M. Smith, Rt. 8,
Benton, Tollie D. McMillen,
102 N. 12th., Murray, Miss
Cynthia M. Spann, 1511
Parklane Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy L. Burkeen, 314 Ir• •
van, Murray, Mrs. Anna M.
Thurman,421 S. 9th., Murray,
James E. Cain II, 818 She Wa
Circle, Murray, Mrs. Betty J.
McKinney, 1803 Wiswell Rd.,
2 Pieces of Chicken
Murray, Mrs. Barbara L.
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy
Kimbro, Rt. 5, Murray,
Hot Roll
Richard A. Smith, Rt. 5 - Box
2330, Murray, Dennis Daniel,
_A COMPLETE MEAL
Gen. Del., Murray, Thomas B.
McCuiston, Grogan's Tr. Ct.,
Cadiz Rd., Murray, Maynard
MURRAY
Ragsdale,503 N. 6th., Murray.

HOSPITAL 110TES

Hey,it's a
Kentucky
Fried Chicken
Day.

You can find
everything you need
at Roses- - - as a
matter of fact - - - we'll
help you - - -

ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY,.
The policy of flose's•to Nee retry
ertnalleal Neel in Mock Uttar some Unevadable reason he almakeed omrchinas* is not In Mock. Rose's MI
Issue a nen check cm Mame PM con
be used to aurora/a els inerchandee
S Me sets aloe Olen ii. merchendise
S make* or compsnade
dandies all N. cohered al a cony
pinaity seduced cam It a Me tonal
Moreton ol Rose• to beck-up our
policy M "Seesteceon Ouersreseci
ROSE'S STORES, PIC

Protection for,your mattress or boxsprings. ..

QUILTED BED SACKS
QUEEN
FULL

Bed Sack• is quilted &'
over, even on sides for true
sleeping comfort Evolution
polypropylene cover stays
smooth and its filled with
100% Kodel polyester

2"

2

Pk. of Three
"

MEN'S

2"

50

TWIN

88

88

688

Free! Schick Super II
Razor with 32-oz. . . .

Listerine
Antiseptic

47

Pk. of
Three

I REG
1 97

MEN'S

Pk. of
Three

COTTON
BATTING

1-isfor4no
32-ft O
Antiseptic - kills germs on corrtoct Plus a
free Super II razor-

Pk. of 'Three

Popular .

Anus!'

Afir

167

6 PACK
CANDIES

68

Mountain Mist batting of
100% cotton for home
sewing and crafts 81x96 inch rolls White only

Popular candy bars
economical packages of
Choose 10'.-oz (net
Musketeers, 93.-oz (net
Snickers or 1 0'.-07 (net
Milky Way

Hot qr cold . . .

in
so
)3
wt
wt

Delicious..

Nestle'
Miniatures

STYRO
CUPS

CLOSED 41114 1).41 II EON ESD 4}
Open 11 411 Thurs. Feb. 3

Corn-Austin's
FINAL CLEARANCE

97
PS

Ronnie Ross-MFA
Ray Broach-Ky. Farm Bureau
Joe Sledd Insurance Agency
Wayne Wilson Insurance & Real Estate
Holton-Melugin Insurance Agency
Thelvturtay Insurance Agency
The Hazel Insurance Agency
Don Henry-State Farm Mutual insurance
Clyde Roberts-State Farm Mutual
T. C. Collie Insurance Agency

PRICE

BOYS

BOYS
Comfortable polyester and cotton
first quality underwear from
America's largest selling brand Fruit of the Loom•. Boys' Briefs
and T-shirts sized 2 to 16. Men's
Briefs sized 28 to 42, Men' Tshirts sized S to XL. White only.

Katiwkw Fried ekieteN

The members øf-the associative are as follows:

ROSES
SPECIAL

MEN'S AND BOYS' BASICS
FROM FRUIT OF THE LOOM®
T-SHIRTS
BRIEFS

Jer

In compliance with Governbr Carroll's
request to take steps to conserve energy
during these critical times by reducing the
work day at least 20%, the member agendes of the Murray Calloway County Insurance Agents Association will observe
the following office hours... Open 9 a.m.
close 4 p.m.
These hours will be observed through
February unless the situation changes to
the extent that the governor lifts the
emergency measures.

Prices good Wed.-Sat.

Central Shopping Cntr. Hours: 10-7 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sundays

10 5-oz (net *14 ot,delictous
Nestle miniatures Choose
Milk Chocolate 1L00,000
Bar Crunch or Choco
Bars

Styro cups for hot or cold
drinks. Each with an 240 ml
18.1 tOz . I capacity. 5t.Cups
per package.

1
7 oz. COLGATE
or 6 oz.
ULTRA-BRITE
TOOTHPASTE
Your Gime

711c
RAPID
SHAVE

58c

CLEARANCE SALE

C
TOSES
,..

OUR REGULAR STOCK MDSE. REDUCED AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD!!
1LFtirAl-

SWEATERS
$900
AS I OW AS

DRESSES &
PANTSUITS
$200
To2I

BOY'S
LONG SLEEVE

SHIRTS
000

11.

1 RACK OF

LADIES LONG
SLEEVE

BLOUSES

00
4

ONLY

DENIM
JEANS
897
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Dons Remain Atop Cage Poll
And Bruins Climb To Second
13) DAVE KAYE
AP Sports Writer
In a week of upsets, the No.
2, No. 3 and No. 4 teams in last
week's Associated Press Top
20 college basketball poll lost
and the No. I team just barely
averted the same EA&
No. 2 Michigan was upset 9987 by Northwestern and fell to
No. 7. Third-place Alabama
dropped an 87-85 decision to
Kentucky and dropped to
eighth, while. No. 4 North
Carolina lost 67-66 to Wake
Forest and 93-73 to Clemson,
skidding to 13th.
San Francisco, after trailing
Santa Clara by 16.points, beat
the Bi.oncos 71-70 on a shot by
Chubby Cox with two seconds
remaining. The Dons, 21-0,
had defeated Santa Clara 74-68
earlier in the _week and
remained No.. I.
UCLA, now 16-2, was the big
winner of the week, viulting
from eighth to second. The
Bruins edged Notre Dame 7065 before routing Southern Cal
77-59 and Tennessee 103-89.
Kentucky, 14-2, sixth a week
ago, beat Mississippi 100-73
before upsetting Alabama and
jumped from sixth to third.
Nevada-Las Vegas, 16-1, did

not play, but moved up from
fifth to fourth.
Wake Forest, 164, beat
and
Carolina
North
Appalachian State 83-73,
vaulting five spots from 10th
to,fifth.
San Francisco garnered 50
of 56 first-place votes, with
UCLA getting three and
Kentucky, Nevada-Las Vegas
and Minnesota one each from
a national panel of sports
writers and broadcasters.
Marquette beat DePaul 8564, moving up from ninth to
sixth.
Michigan beat Ohio State 9281 and Wisconsin 69-64 before
losing to Northwestern and
plunging five places.
Alabama beat Georgia 78-74
in overtime, before being
upset by Kentucky.
Louisville, 15-2, humbled
Long Island University 107-68,
edged Dayton 76-71 and
defeated Rhode Island 105-87,
moving up two spots to ninth.
Minnesota, 15-1, leaped
three places to 10th, beating
Big Ten Conference rivals
Michigan State 75-70, Indiana
79-60 and Ohio State 77-67.
Tennessee beat Mississippi
State 68-59 before losing to

Hall Says 'Vols Better
Take Notice of 'Cats
STARKVILLE, Miss. AP)
— Joe Hall served notice on
Tennessee . 'Monday
night—Kentucky isn't out of it
yet.
Tennessee leads the Southeastern Conference with an
unblemished record. Kentucky is 8-1 after whipping
Mississippi State 92-85. Monday.
"I feel this definitely puts us
back in the race," said Hall.
Hall said his,team has won
some of the toughest road
games the conference has to
Florida,
offer—Auburn,
Alabarria", Mississippi State
and Vanderbilt.

(MI

UCLA Sunday on national
television and fell from No. 7
to 11th.
Cincinnati beat Wichita
State and Duquesne, and
remained 12th.
Arkansas, 17-1, inched up a
.spot to 14th, defeating
Southwest Conference rivals
Texas ASEM 72-58, SMU 77-59
and Baylor 68-59.
Providence beat Canisius
86-69 but was forced to go td
overtime before prevailing
over Niagara 71-63. The Friars
dropped a notch to 15th.
'Clemson, by virtue of its
victory over North Carolina,
jumped three spots to No. 16.
Syracuse, 16-2,_ beat Buffalo
and Temple, and remained
17th. Purdue beat Wisconsin
-and Illinois and held 18th
place.
Arizona lost to Wyoming
and fell three spots to 19.
Detroit, 16-1, cracked the Top
20, rounding out the poll at No.
20.
Memphis State was the lone
team to drop out of the Top 20.
By The Associated Press
" The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records an& total points. Points
based on 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-61.San Fain (50)
2.UCLA 3
3.Kentucky r 1
4.Nev-LV (Li
5.Wake Forest
6.Marquette
7.Michigin
8.Alabarna
9.Louisville
10.Minnesota (1
11.Tennessee
12.Cincinnati
13.N.Carolina
I4.Arkansas
15.Providence
16.Clemson
I7.Syracuse
18.Purdue
19,Arizona
20.Detroit

21-0 1,102
16-2781
14-2
603
16-1
547
16-2
544
14-2
483
15-2
450
15-2
432
15-2
346
15-1
283
14-3
196
14-2
193
13-4
172
17-1,
139
16-2
134
15-3
62
16-2
• 41
13-4
36
15-3
35
16-1

PORTS
OVC Tourney Tickets
Go On Sale Wednesday
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. — Tickets for the 1977 Ohio Valley
Conference Basketball Tournament,scheduled for March 4-5
at the Winfield Dunn Center, will go on sale at noon, Wednesday(Feb.2);at the Austin Peay athletie office.
Tickets are priced at $5 per night for reserved seats, which
includes all floor level and chairback seats, and $3 per night
for general admission.
The advance ticket sale will conclude.at noon, March 3,
with the remaining tickets sold from the Winfield Dunn Center ticket windows beginning at 4 p.m. March 4.
Mail orders for OVC tournament tickets will be accepted-at
the Austin Peay Athletic Department, Box 4455, Austin Peay
State University, Clarksville, Tenn., 37040. Checks should be
made payable to APSU.
The top four teams in the standings at the conclusion of
regular season play qualify for the tournament with the winner representing the conference in the first round of the
NCAA Mideast Regional.
Each of the four teams in the OVC tournament will receive
500 reserved seat ticket's to put on sale at their respective
campus locations.
Games are scheduled for 7 and 9 p.m.((LET) on Friday with
the championship game set for 7:30 Saturday night. Tickets
are available for both nights of competition at $10 for reserved seats and $6 for general admission.

COMPLETE MEAL
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Playing one of their ,finest guards who are excellent
"Tennessee has yet to play
games of the season, the shooters and that's how they
where we've been, and I can't
Murray High girls ran past got their points.
remember a conference race
"I was quite pleased with
host Mayfield Monday night
having been decided this
play of Katherine Simthe
57-47.
early," Hall said.
In an earlier meeting at mons. We played her as a
-We definitely are out of a
Murray, the Tigers struggled forward and had her in the
slump we experienced at the
to' a 45-42 win over the Car- game along with Boone and
beginning of the year."
Bumphis and it gave us more
dinals.
Jack Givens and Rick
height in the lineup," Fitch
effort
half
first
strong
A
Robey.had 24 potnts apiece to*
keyed the victory for the said.
lead scoring for the sixthSimmons is *only a freshman
Tigers.
ranked Wildcats. Robey got 15
After leading 11-8 at the first but has great potential.
of those points in the first half
For the Cardinals, junior
quarter, the Tiger girls „siltwhile Kentucky was opening
Kim Ray, one of
sharpshooter
the
in
•
15-6
Mayfield
scored
an insurmountable 17-point
second frame to coast to a 26- the top players in the First
lead. Givens had 12 in that
Region,fired in 22 points while
COOKEVILLE Tenn.( AP) 14 lead at intermission.
opening_period.
' At the end of three frames, senior guard Barbara Pryor
Wiley Peck had 21 _Iloinl,s__-7-_Tennessee Tech broke a sixand 13 rebounds for Mis_si‘sip- game losing streak by defeat- the- Tiger girls led 40-29 and added 14 points.
ing Cleveland State 94-80 in then held off a Mayfield rally
pi State.
The Tiger girls are now 5-2
Kentucky is now 15-2 overall college basketball here Mon- in the final quarter for the win. on the season.
The key to the victory was.
--• •
and 8-1 in the SEC. Misliissippi day night.
Murray haSeddede gilthrt0
Tech took-the lead for good the inside play of center the schedule.
State is 12-6 and 4-5. '
"446-l5 with 11:30 remaining Denise Bumphis and forward
The Tigers will play at
e-Zinctrajoysd_1,45-35 halftime Tammy Boone. Bumphis -Farmington Wednesday
"--,
scored 20 points and had 14
advantage.
immediately after school. The
The hosts later led by as rebounds while Boone, who hit gamejs a makeup contest
- itual as 16, 94-78,-With-SeVerr--for-22 potnts,--grabbed- eight
The Tiger girls are
seconds remaining in the rebounds.
AT AllATIIILD
"I thought we displayed real scheduled to play at home
MOM 1.01001
•
game.
'' A'• TA= kr,
Center Bobby Porter led the good teamwork," Tiger coach Thursday againSt_ Hickman
4 4 6 8-72
Murray
County along with the fresh11 6 10 8-35
Mayfield
winners with a career high of Jane Fitch said.
Murray (22 — Hooper 1, Boggess 2,
"We were able to get/the man boys. No decision has
HampRandy
while
points,
39
Payne 5, Hargrove 2, Taylor 6, Hill 3.
Lovins, Alexander, Finney. Butler and
ton and John Tatum added 13 ball inside to Bumphis and been reached on the time the
Utley. Murray record 0-1.
Boone. We also worked the games will begin.
and 10 respectively.
Mayfield (35 — Morns 4,, Jackson 4,
This afternoon, the Murray
Bright 8, Redd 1, McAlpin 2, Sanderson
Cleveland State's high boards well. Defensively, we
9, Drake 2and Crawford 2.
scorer was Greg Cobb with 21, cut them off inside but they High varsity boys will play at
"A" Tom Illeys
Murray
10 11 4 8-33
while Dave Kyle and Andre really shot well from outside. home against Cairo Senior.
5 12, 12 13-45
Mayfield
Battle contributed 18 and 15 They have some outstanding The game was to have been

Tech Snaps Skid

With 94-80 Romp

Murray 133) — Crittenden 12, Bartholomy 2, Requarth 2. Schanbacher 5,
Roberts 6,Sims 2. Bumphis 2,Bradshaw
2, Santagado, and Morton. Roberts had
10 rebounds while Schanbacher had six.
Murray record now 4-4,
— Moss 17, Seavers 2.
Mayfield 45)
Parrott 14, Flood 3, Hite land Graham 8.

See Marjorie Major
Travel Consultant

FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGEMCY
FOR TOURS, CRUISES,

HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 4Ctitermai
No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call
•I,

753-GOGO (4646)
Whit. Ness Office Building,
711 Man Street

••••

Go

Special!
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Sunday Couples
Bowling League
W
Team
41
Fearless Foursome
Born losers
36
33
Funky Monkies
32
Horny Toads ....
.
.....
31
Misfits
M
Untouchables
26
Seldorns
15
Truckers
High Team Game(SC)
Truckers
Misfits
Untouchables
High Team Game IBC)
Truckers
Misfits
Seldoms
High Team Series 45C)
Misfits
Untouchables
Fearless Foursome ..
High Team Series 41-IC)
Misfits
The Seldoms
Truckers
'140 Ind. Game ,SC,
Men
Richard Scott
Larry Swain
Bill Houghton
Women
Nancy Todd Linda Mathis
Kathy Zea
High Ind. Game,1-1C
Men
• RIB fkaltfrion
.
.
Steve Zea ....
Larry Swain.....
.
Women Linda Mathis
Debbie Lindsey
Nancy Todd...
High Ind Series'SC

All Business Cards
Example:
Reg. $16.95 Per M
Now $11.36

Feb. 2-16
Free 14" x 2" Desk Pad
With Each Order

Winchester
Printing Services
e

753-5397

rry Swain
Steve Zea
Toby Aller
Women
Nancy Todd
,
Kathy_Zea ....
Vicki Overby
High Ind Series , H('1
Men
Iorry Swain
Steve Zea
Dee Philbps
.
Women
Nancy Todd
Linda Mathis ..
.
Jane Phillips
High Averages
Men .
•
Toty Aller
-Riebard ScotL
Lloyd Todd
Ronnie Hutson . .
Kenneth Perry
lorry Swain ...
- Women
Kathy Zea
Nancy Todd
Jane Houghtoh.
Vickie Holland.....

played at Cairo but was
moved here because of the
energy crisis at Cairo.
And because of the energy
crisis. at Murray, the contests
will begin in the afternoon.
The two jayvee teams will
meet at 3:30 p.m. with the
varsity game set to begin at
approximately 5 p.m.
tawny INgli
fg ft pt tp
7
5
.1 6
3
220
9
4 0
0
1 0
0
1 3
1
1 6
3
1 0
0
73 1 - 16 57

Boone
Littleton
Burnphis
Farrell
Washer
Russell
girnmons
J. Outland
Totals
Illoyfisld

fg
7
9
0
2"
0
1
19
11 15
8 6

Pryor
Ray
Mune
Shen&
Cones!
Williams
Totals
Murray
Mayfield

•
ft pf tp
0 4 14
4 4 22
0 4 0
1' 4
0 4 0
0 2 2
9 72 47
14 17-47
15 18-47

we were in foul trouble and
had to go with a zone for the
entire game," Davis said.
"Mimi Winchester came in
and really pulled the team
together. We had Felicia
Pinner and Stephanie Wyatt in
the game at the same time.
That combination is going to
be a good one.
"Pinner is imprOving with
every game and Wyatt looked
the best she has since she hurt
her ankle. I . also thought
Marilyn McKenzie came in
and played like she is capable
ei playing."
The Lakers held highscoring Sharon Smith of the
Marshals to only 10 points.
"We knew we'd have to stop
her to win the game so I put
Winchester on her, using a
box-in-one defense and it
really worked well," Davis
added.
Pinner, who had 15
rebounds, fired in 13 points to
pace the Laker attack while
Marilyn McKenzie added 10
points and eight rebounds.
Winchester just missed twin
digits as she scored nine
points. Also, Stephanie Wyatt
grabbed down nine rebounds.
In the freshman boys' game,
the Lakers posted their third
win of the season as they
coasted to an easy 55-26 win
over South Marshall.
Gary Emerson had 12 points
to pace the attack while Keith
Edwards added 11. Timmy
Graham pulled down a gamehigh 12 rebounds.
The freshman girls' team
played its second game of the
year.
They scored a 43-24 win over

1
I
Be
WI

South Marshall to complete a
sweep of the tripleheader for
the LakersPenny Overbey paced the
offensive attack with 13 points
while Monty Wilson and Kim
Willie each scored eight.
Shear McKenzie had nine
reboupds while Willie grabbed
down eight.
The fresh girls are 1-1 on the
season.
Calloway's varsity girls are:
now 7-5 on the year and wile
play tonight along with the
varsity boys at Fulton County.

tei
thi

, no
Vi
hit
go,
bli
inv
Ch
Mi
Te
AP
Au
bs-

Moir.am
15 19 13 18-16
Calloway
6 0 11 7-26
S. Marshall
i—Furr 7. Lamb 6.EmerCallOsray
son 12, Smotherman 2, Scott 4, Graham
6,Edwards 11, Paschall 5, and Barger 2.
Graham had 12 reboinds. Calloway
record now 3-5.
S. Marshall)$)—Thompson 6, York 1,
Clark 4, Connors 10, Ntnuno 1 and
Aldrich 4.
Presim.

7 17 10 9-43
Calloway
$ 5 0 11-24
S. Marshall
Calloway(43) — Miller 2, S. McKenzie
6, P. Overbey 13, Willie 11, Wagoner 4.
Redden 1, Todd 1 and Wilson 8. McKenzie had nine rebounds while Willie had
eight. Calloway record now 1-1.

Roes
Imes
Pinner
M. McKenzie
McKe
wintheiternzie
C.

fg

ft p(tp

1
3

0

4
2

2
5
3
3

30
4
3

4
3
23 10
2
4

2
6

2
1 4
2 3
112 0
19 12 21 50

att
y°v
Wyatt
Totals
111.rold

le

Arent
Smith
Bennett
0'Daniel
Fooks .
Young .....
Cothran
Perry
Lawrence
Dunigan
Totals

.

Calloway
Marshall

Signs With A's
OAKLAND (API — Ed
Crosby, a veteran utility infielder, was signed by the
Oakland A'eMonday.
The -27-year-old Crosby
played out his option last
season with the Cleveland
Indians, appearing in only
two games.

it - Pi 11)3 3 5 9
1 2 4 10
0 4 4 1
1 0 0 .2
2 5 1 9
0 0 1 0
1 1 4 3
1 0 2 2
0 0 1 0
0 0 2 0
12 15 24.25
12 10 10 18-50
10 10 11 8-39

_

BASEBALL
NEW YORK — Al Lopez,
Amos Rusie and Joe Sewell
were elected to Baseball's
Hall of Fame by the Veteran's
Committee.

GIVE KING
EDWARD
Arneocs s Largest Selling Cigar

Networks Still Fighting
For Rights To Olympics

Bowling
Standings

- Men

102 N.4th

Calloway County made a
trade with Marshall County
Monday night.
Three weeks ago, the Laker
girls played at home and lost
55-47 to Marshall County in a
game that saw the Marshals
hit just about everything they
shot from the field.
But the Laker girls turned
the tables at South Marshall
Monday and handed the
Marshals a 50-39 loss.
"When we played them the
last time,it was the first game
we had played in about a
month," said Laker coach
Marianne Davis.
This time, the game was
close all the way until the last
quarter when the Laker girls
exploded to outscore the
Marshals 10-6 to break open
the contest.
Calloway led at each
quarter stop, holding leads of
12-10, 22-20, and 32-31 before
the barrage in the final frame.
"Our defense was excellent.
We switched defenses several
times during the game. When
we played them the last time,

Tiger Girls Coast To
57-47 Win At Mayfield

Junior High
Cage Results

2 Pieces of Chicken
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy
Hot Roll,

Calloway Girls Avenge
Defeat, Whip Marshals

Li-Am:ER 1%; TIMES)

L
19
24
27 25
M
34
34
45
637
622
601
882
633
793
1726
1700
1643
• "
2359
2306
2267
703
202
202

la
MOSCOW ( AP
— The
Soviet Olympic Organizing
Committee scheduled a news
conference at 1 p.m. EST
today for the signing of an
agreement on United States
television rights for the 1980
Summer Olympics in the
Soviet Union.
A committee spokesman
would not say who would sign
the TV rights agreement.
When it was pointed out that
both NBC and ABC officials
were in Moscow to discuss the
TV rights, the spokesman Said
they would have to work out
the matter before the signing.

Committee. But Carl Lindemann Jr., Vice President of
Sports for NBC, said Monique
Berlioux, secretary of the
IOC, would be present at the
Signing. •
"Technically, of course, the
rights cannot be ultimately
awarded without approval by
the IOC," said Lindemann.
"But tomorrow we are signing
contracts with the Soviet
Organizing Committee and
state television."

, _An NBC official continued to
insist that his network had the
rights. However, ABC sources
said that its network still was
In contact with Soviet officials
'and that it had "not received a
'no" from the Soviets.
ABC officials declined
NBC officials had an243
Z13
nounced Sunday they had been comment on the matter.
221
awarded the rights, but the Officials at the Satra Corp.
Olympic committee. said Mild not. be reached for
Monday that no award had comment, but it was learned
560
517
been made yet. The corn- that John Kapstein, president
503
inittee
apparently
was of Satra's films division and
508
referring to the fact that no the'Tian most closely con464
-nectett with the Olympic
407 '-contract had yet-been signed negotiations, would fly from
Any agreement made is New York to Moscow today to
656
665 subject to approval by the represent his company's in613 International Olympic terests.

186
-166
166

613
596
584
175
166
162
161
157
157
158
'Si
135

Special
Announcement

NEW thus hoped to conclude
a long series of negotiations
which involved the other two
major networks as well as the
Satre.Corp, an international
company. CBS
trading
dropped out of the bidding last
week, saying "the future of
the venture is Marked by
imponderables."

Murray Memorial Gardens
proudly announces completion
of the first building of the

CHAPEL MAUSOLEUM
Considerable savingsre available for a limited time toward
purchase of Maus6leum Crypts. For additional information,
call 753-2654 or send coupon below to:
1 .
5.1••••

MEMORIAL GARDENS
Rt. 2, Box 37 A-1, Murray, K.420'1
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Hilltoppers Return To
Old Form In Easy Win
By The Associated Press
It was like old times in
Bowling Green, as the
Western Kentucky basketball
team set aside for one night
the agonies of a losing season.
The Hilltoppers, going
nowhere as defending Ohio
Valley Conference champions,
hit 60 per cent of their field
goal attempts Monday night in
blitzing Robert Morris 90-70.

43
24
cie
1.
tnad

tp
2
6
13
10
4
9
2
4
'
50

IP
9
10
4
2
9
0
3
2
0
0
39

-50
39

--

In games involving Kentucky colleges, Pikeville took
control of the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference race by hammering Berea 95-83, and Union
edged Georgetown 89-87,
Western Kentucky, now just
5-13 and in last place in the
OVC, broke away from a 6-6
tie with -a 24-4 burst that
settled the issue in the first
half. Western led 49-30 at
In other Monday games halftime and breezed
home.
involving .OVC
teams,
• -Lloyd Terry scored 23 points
Chattanooga
measured
Middle Tennessee 101-90, East and Mike Prince added 22 for
Western, while Earl Cureton
Tennessee
buried
Appalachian State 72-56, and and Paul Jones each had 11 for
Austin Peay. was upset 77-68 Robert Morris, which slumped
to 4-14 on the season.
by Old Dominion.
Tyrone Dunn scored 23
Bowling ' points and Fred Walker added
22 for Pikeville, which built a
' Standings
two-game KIAC lead, over
Berea. The undefeated Bears
Magig Tri
Bowling League
have handed Berea its only
. _ ,.
.L.
;Team .
_ .-. W
two league defeats hnd It now
39
Beauty Box
29
39
Dennison-Hint
29
Appears that only independent
39
Corvette Lanes
3
Kentucky State stands bet31
37
Bank of Murray
364 314 -ween Pikeville and a return tO
Peoples Bank
94 32
Johnson Gro '
354 324 the National Association of
Murray Ins
33
35
Jerry's Restaurant
Intercollegiate
Athletics
35
33
Hospital Pharmacy
314 364 Tournament in Kansas City.
Murray Theaters

314 364
Shirle s
38
30
Paradiae Kernels
Pikeville was a first round
. „. . Murray Callowayliosp....-, V .-41 .
tournament last
Dine Cream Donuts
42 'victim in that
26
High Team Game(SC)
year after defeating Kentucky
743
Murray Ins
play.
731 State in district
Hospital Pharinacy
723
Beauty Box
Dallas Leake scored 23
High Team Giune(HC)
losing effort for
1039 points in a
Hospital Pharmacy.
1006 Berea.
Murray Ins
, pt'
1001
Paradise Kennels
High Team Series(SC)
Mike Sammons and Steve
2116
Beauty Box
2096 Jones each scored 26 points as.
Homitid Pharmacy
2091 Union, after a 0-15 start, won
Naples Bank
- High TeamPerieatHC)2981 its fourth game in its last six
Hospital Pharmacy
2870 starts. Herm Saffold scored 31
Dine Cream Donuts
2865
Murray Ins
points for Georgetown, but his
High Ind. Game(SC)
Barbara Ca uley
183 total wasn't enough to keep
IC
Ethelene McCallon
178 the Tigers from an eighth
Anita Goodman
High Ind. Game(HC i
consecutive defeat.
238
Kae Wilinte
Barbera Cauley
237
229
Sandy Taber!
High Ind. Series(SC)
489
Connie Angle
488
Marge Hirunan
484
len.McCallon
High Ind.Series(HC)
651
Jean Nicky
633
Connie Angle
By The Associated Press
630
Sandy Tabers
High Averages
EAST
162
Marge Hinman
Army 74, Rochester 66
151
Ethelnie McCallon
Duke 76, Duquesne 49
157
Nancy Weber
Fairfield 94, Boston U 74
151
Elaine Pittenger
148
Mildred Hodge
Temple 55, Biscayne 51
147
Mary Harris
SOUTH147
Nancy Lovett
Alabama 96, Vanderbilt 82
145
Barbara Hendon
Auburn 72, Mississippi 65
144
Anita Goodman
144
Betty Parrish
Florida 83, Louisiana St 68
143
Betty Dixon
Florida St 66.. Mercer 65, OM
143
Judy Hale
81, Wofford 37

40'
By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor

A Close Look At The OVC Race

the

er

DINNER
SPECIAL
2 PCS CHICKEN
HOT ROLL
POTATOES & GRAVY

Kestuckw fried Chicken
MURRAY

.. -

...

_
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Perils Of Jim Calvin'
Jim Calvin had planned to be at Austin Peay Saturday
night.
a,
So much for plans.'
Calvin, the assistant coach and head recruiter for.the
Racers, got caught in a blizzard in Indiana.
There was a 100-car pileup on Interstate 57 Wednesday
but Calvin did manage to*geVptist and make ifinto Gary to
see a game that night.
Friday morning, he got stopped at Morocco,Indiana.
The whole place was under martial law. They wouldn't
let anyone on the roads. There were 10-foot snowdrifts all
over the place but Iliad hoped I might be able to get on 1-57
and make it south in time to get to Clarksville Saturday."
That wasn't the case
He was told by the police he could go no further. So Jim
Calvin and eight other people spent from Friday morning
until Sunday afternoon stranded in a restaurant at Morocco.
Along one 13-mile stretch of the interstate, there were
1,000 trucks off the road. Eight people died in their cars.
from the cold.
"1 slept in a booth at the restaurant. The hospitality and
the cooking were great. I even got to be good friends with a
couple of truck drivers.

Austin Peay- Morehead,Eastern Kentucky,at Tech,at
East Tennessee, Middle Tennessee, at Western, at Murray.
Probable finish: 11-3.
Murray -L Eastern, Morehead, at East Tennessee; at
Tech, Western,at Middle, Austin Peay. Probable finish: 104.
Morehead - at Peay, at Murray, Western, Middle, East
Tennessee, at Tech, Eastern Kentucky. Probable finish: 104.
Middle - Tech, East Tennessee, at Eastern, at
Morehead, at Peay, Murray, Western. Prbable finish: 104.
East Tennessee-at Western, at Middle, Murray, Austin
Peay,at Morehead,Eastern, Tech. Probable finish: ???

"By Saturday night, they were Murray State basketball
fans. I called the radio station several times during the
game and they put the phone by the monitor and that way, I
got to listen to the fist part of the first half and the final
minutes of the game," Calvin said.
Sunday afternoon, he left Morocco and headed for Terre
Haute via one lane of the interstate. He arrived at his
parents' home just outside Terre Haute at 11 p. m.Sunday.
"My knees ached and I was sore all over from sleeping in
the restaurant booth. It was good to see a bed again,"
Calfin said.

East Tennessee can lay claim to having the toughest
remaining schedule. They must play Murray and Austin
Peay at home in addition to three extremely tough road
games.
The odds are East Tennessee will not finish in the top
four. But they certainly can be in a position to hurt
somebody,mainly Austin Peay or Murray State.
As for Murray, the Racers can't afford to lose one game
on their home floor. But if the Racers manage to make it to
- February 26 with a 10-3 record in the league, nobody would
cry the night of the 26th if Austin Pear wort here. That
would be even more of a motive the following weekend in
the OVC Tourney at Clarksville.
All three of the Racers' road games will be extremely
tough. Murray must win two of those three in order to avoid
finishing fourth in the league,thus running into THE PEAY
in the first game of the tournament.
There are several things that can be said about the loss at
Clarksville Saturday.
First of all, Austin Peay shot about 54 per cent while
Murray shot 42. The Governors had 49 rebounds -while
Murray had 36. The simple fact is Murray did not play very
well, Austin Peay did. And the Racervere in the game until the final six minutes.
Most of the other teams in the league could have played

Monday's
College Scores

Georgia Tech
Grambling 87, Prairie View
80
Kentucky 92, Mississippi St 85
Marshall 82, Citadel 73
St. Paul's 95, Md-E Shore 87
S Carolina 64, Rhode Island
54 ,
Va. Military 99, Furman 86
MIDWEST
Cincinnati 88, Memphis St 82
Creighton 84, DePaul 75
Indiana St 100, Illinois St 84
Iowa St 82, Drake 61
a S Illinois 76, St. Louis 73
SOUTHWEST
Abilene Christian 85, SW
Texas 62
Arkansas St 86, Tex-Arlington
75
Howard Payne 96, Texas A&1
71
FAR WEST
Portland 74, Seattle 65
St. Mary's, Cal. 107, San
Diego U. 75
UC-Davis 62, UC-Riverside 61
W New Mexico 55, Regis 53
EXHIBITION
Athletes-In-Action 94, San
Francisco St 73

and had the same statistics and would have been out of it by
halftime. Sothere's no need to begin Worrying yet.

There were few surprises in the first half of league play in
• -.I
the Ohio Valley Conference.
As expected, Austin Peay leads the race with a ell mark
while Murray, Middle Tennessee and Morehead are tied for
second at 4-2 and East Tennessee is A-3 and hoping to stay
alive for the fourth and final playoff spot.
Of the five contenders, Austin Peay might have the
toughest schedule. They play three at home and four on the
road while Murray, Morehead, Middle and East Tennessee
all have four home games and three road games remaining.
Here is a look at the remaining schedule for the top five
teams:

He finally made it back to Muri-ay late Monday afternoon.
Things like that are nothing new for Calvin.
When he took the job at Murray, his house in Indiana was
torn apart by a tornado and much of his personal
'
belongings were lost.
He left before his family did in order to find a place in
MurraU2 stay.
On the -way to Murray, his cal' broke down and he finally
wound up,arriving in Murray in the back of a pickup truck.
Through it all, Calvin has _maintained his _sanity and a
sense of humor.
"Well," he said, in looking back at the three days in the
restaurant,"the rates were reasonable.."

By ARTHUR H. MOISTEN
Associated Press Writer
• CHICAGO (AP) - The
sharks were none the worse
for wear. Just maybe, the
evil-teethed beings had evileyed the Evel man. Because
Eva Knievel sure was the
worse for trying to take a
jump over their large fish
tank.
The celebrated daredevilstuntman took a practice leap
Monday over a 90-foot-lcing
pool filled with 13 lemon
sharks, billed by promoters of
the ey,ent as "man-eaters."
Knievel cleared the pool, but
that's when • his troubles
began, because, according to
a spokesman, he landed on the
-exit ramp on the'wrong wheel
-his front-and lost control.
He was reported resting
comfortably early today in
Michael Reese Hospital on
Chicago's South Side, a few
miles from the International
Amphitheater, with a fractured forearm that needs
surgery, a fractured left
collarbone and assorted other
aches and pains.
Lying in his bed late Monday night, the motorcyclist
Vowed to come back: "I will
return ... I'm not a quitter."
Of
mishap, he
the
said, "There was so much
impact...," upon landing that
he lost control.
He had made the practice
jump,- he said, "because the
jump was so dangerous I
couldn't bring myself to do it
cold turkey." And, he said he
was sorry to disappoint
viewers awaiting his performance.
He had been scheduled to
star in a 90-minute CBS
television production, "Evel
Knievel's Death Defiers," and
though he couldn't be there in

_

person, he was viewed via
video-tape. The network
replayed his crash.
Marty- Pasetta of Pasetta
Productions, executive
producer and director of the
television -show, said he understood that the stuntman
still would receive his $500,000
fee agreed to beforehand.
Spokesmen for CBS were not
available for comment Immediately.
'TENNIS
SEATTLE - Sixth-seeded
Kristien Shaw of San Diego
beat Mary Carillo of New
the first
York 6-4, 2-.6, 6-2
round of a $100,000 women's
tennis tournament.

At lastcopies with a

difference
you can see .

Copies born ow
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Wildcats Stay In Race
With Win Over Bulldogs
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Rick Robey and Jack
Givens got most of the points
for Kentucky but Jay Shidler
got most of the credit for the
Wildcats' latest victory.
Shidler scored 12 points-to
24 each for Robey and Givens
-but he was the key figure in
No. 3-ranked Kentucky's 92-85
Southeastern Conference basketball victory at Mississippi
State Monday night.
"Shidler gave us a lift when
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Is Cooperating,
Our Hours Will Be

10 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
and

1 p.m. - 6 p.m. Sunday
During The Energy Crisis
Our thermostat will be set on 60 degrees to conserve
natural gas, of which there is a definite shortage. We also
have cut our lighting 50 per cent.
Our pharmacy customers may get any emergency
prescription filled after business hours by calling one of our
three pharmacists.
411..^...o.•

we needed it most," said Kentucky Coach Joe Hall after th.
Wildcats staved off the stubborn Bulldogs. "He got us going again when we were getting flat."
"Shidler is one of the finest
pure shooters I have seen in
some time," said State Coach

Bowling
Standjngs
Sunday
Bowling League
Team
Fearless Foursome
42
39
Born I.nsers
Horny Toads
36
Funky Monkies
34
34
Misfits
Seldom,
29
Untouchables
27
16
Truckers
'
High Team Game(SC)
Misfits
Fearless Foursome.
Born Losers
High Teem Game(HC)
Misfits
Seldom
Fearless Foursome
Hie Team Series(SC)
FearlessFoursome
•
Misfits
Born Linea
High Team Series(HC)
Misfits
Seldorna
Horny Toads High Ind. Game(SC)
Men
Lloyd Todd
Terry Mathis
Joe Orlando
Women
Becky Phillips
Kathy Zea
Vickie Holland
High Ind. Game(HC)
Men
•
Terry Mathis
Lloyd Todd.
Randy MeddlerWomen
BeckyPhillspa
Rhonda Smith
Vickie Holland
High Ind. Senes SC)
Men
Lloyd Todd
Joe Orlando
Toby Alter
Women
•
Kathy Zea
Nancy Todd
Vickie Holland
High Ind. Senes(HC)
Men
.
Dale Phillips .......
Lloyd Todd
.
Terry Mathis .
Women
Rhonda Smith
Vickie Holland
Linde Mathis
High Averages
Men
Toby Aller
Joe Orlando
Lloyd Todd
Ronnie Hutson
Randy McClure...
Terry Mathis .
Women
--Kathy Dm
Todd
Nancy
Jane Houghton
• Vtbkieliollind •

644
640
600
843
903
768
1742
1707
1675
2304
2223
2211
213
212
210
177
(6(66
250
235
7:24
237
225
212
524
518
493
460
452
423
606
602
596
601
561
556
173
172
163
161
149
149
153
151
134

1)evils scored the last 13 points
Kermit Davis.
The ofthe game.
in
Elsewhere
'A 15-1 scoring burst by South
Associated Press Top 20, Kentucky's SEC rival, eighth- Carolina gave th4 Gamecocks
ranked Alabama, eased past their triumph over , Rhode
Vanderbilt 96-82, and No. 12 Island. Nate Davis led the way „.
Cincinnati defeated Memphis with 19 points.
Hofstra's Rich Laurel, the
State 88-82 in a key Metro 7
fifth leading scorer in the nagame.
In other games involving bon, pumped in 32 points and
nonranked teams, Indiana John Irving, the country's No.
State avenged an earlier loss 2 rebounder, grabbed 17
to Illinois State, beating the rebounds, leading Hofstra
birds 100-84, Southern • over St. Peter's. But it took a
fllinbi edged St. Louis 76-73 pair of foul shots by Ken Rood
for Coach Paul Lambert's with 1:04 left to clinch the vic200th career victory, Duke tory.
mauled Duquesne 76-49, South
Carolina stopped Rhode Out For Season
Island 64-54, and Hofstra
PHILADELPHIA .1 AP) -edged St. Peter's 77-75.
Harvey Catchings of
Center
Ken..,
to
lost
Alabama, which
the Philadelphia 76ers will be
,
'
Saturday,
tucky
last
recovered against Vanderbilt sidelined for the remainder of
National
regular even though leading scorer the
Reginald King managed only Basketball Association season
because . of a fracturefour points.
Rickey Brown had 17 points dislocation of the right elbow,
as seven 'Bama players hit for the team announce Monday
night.
double figures.
Catchings, injured during
Center Robert Miller and
game against
Sunday's
acforward Mike Jones
counted for 21 points apiece in Denver, has a marked
Cincinnati's victory over swelling in the joint, a team
The
said.
spokesman
Memphis State.
The largest crowd in 4n- -spokesman said.a. decision on
diana State history - 10,102- surgery would not be made
showed up at Terre Haute-and before later this week after
•
saw Larry Byrd score 40 poin: the swelling goes down.
was
25,
Catchings, •
is as the Sycamores beat
examined by the team
Illinois State.
"The first 199 games came physician, or. Joseph Torg,
pretty tough, too," said Lam- after returning from Denver.
.. Torg said he expected
5ert of Southern Illinois' close Dr
call against 2-14 St. Louis. A Catctings to, be ready for the
balanced scoring effort by SIU playoffs.
Catching -has been starting•
saw five men hit for double
figures, led by Mike Glenn's 15 most of the season for the
76ers, leaders in the Atta,ntic
points.
Duke took command against Division of the NBA. He will
Duquesne in the second half be- replaced - by -Caldwell
after leading by just five poin- Jones, with Darryl Dawkins
ts at intermission. The Blue serving as backup.
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Thu announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation
of an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is made by the Prospectus.

Now you can earn up to

/0

.1

tliV8WNidr

I•2

Evel Still To Receive
Pay Despite His Crash

Standing On
The Firing Line

with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
Price: 100%
-(Avaitabia in denominations of $tflo or more)
Annual interest of 734% to 93,4% is payable quarterly
or more) or. if the
(or monthly on Notes of
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly
and payable at maturity only Maturities of two, five, or ten
years are avadebie

55.060

Effective Annual Interest Rate

Maturity

(II mtarest 5 paid
quarterly Of monthly)

10 years
5 years
2 years

9.75%
8.75%
7.75%

(

Kqefliii IS MT

poundal quarterly and
paid al maturity only)

10:11%
9.04%
7.98%

CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes. Series A, are being
issued by CREDITHRIFT Financial. Inc a holding
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primanly in
consumer finanoe.-meciel-related insurance, and casualty
insurance activities. Theriot proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, it any,
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
representative of-CFC Investment Inc who is licensed in
this State. The representative(s) serving this area Lklisted
below Or. if you prefer, phone toll-tree at 800-457.3741 (in
Indiana, 80p-742:3784) for a copy of the Prospectus

PHONE TOLL-FREE

800-457-3741
(In Indiana, 800-742-3784)

CIRED/77
In Murray'

Ross Wilder,Suits 2 Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753:5573
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2. Notice
SALON,
FIGURE
Dixieland Center. Call
for free visit and information, 753-6881.

WANT ADS
PHQNE 753-1916
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2. Notice

HAIRCUT ,$1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop,209 Walnut
Street.
MondayThursday 743041:30;
Friday & SatuRlay 7:303:30. Appointment at
if needed,75
3685.

5 lost And Found

DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 7530984. It is not a 'recording. This is also our
business phone.

LOST CHAIN saw near
16th Street. Call 7536848.
6 He

.anted

AT&30to 11:00
Special $1.29 Waitress service.

0 WIPES*
1.04
PREVENT FREEZING
IN BRIEF (OLD SNAPS

Grecian
Steak House

Se

Olympic Plaza

WRAPON 40
FIBER GLASS
INSULATION

5. Lost And Found

3$' IOU

Murray Home
& Auto

LOST BLACK billfold in
front of Cine' Theatre.
Reward. Call 753-7827.
LOST FLORIDA drivers
license, in a black
wallet. Name of Hearn.
Call 753-9620.

Chestnut ft. 753-2571

$25.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK ENTERPRISE,BOX 2,1679,
DENVER, CO. 80221

WANTED

Reliable person to
BROTHERS FOREIGN-- work
part-time;
AUTO Service invites
hours: 10.00 a. m. to
you to bring your
3:00 p. m. in TV &
COLOR PORTBAITS,,-Volkswagen, - Porsche,Stereo Store. Familiar
bring us yours for extra
-or Audi in for prompt
with music. Write P.
copies. Made from any
and courteous service.
O. Box 324. Murray,
size into any size.
Located on Industrial
Ky. 42071.
_Wallets low as 24 cents,8
Road. Call 753-0521.
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
NEED AFTER SCHOOL
753-0035. Free parking
care for first grade girl.
WEARE •
lot, use our rear en2:30-5:00 M-F. Must
NOINDPEN
trance.
tiave car. -cwi 753-3767
FOR
eVeningsand weekends,
BREAKFAST
762-2666 days.
INSULAT%

6. Help Wanted

DRAFTSMANDETAILER. Immediate
opening for responsible
qualified draftsmandetailer with minirnorn 3
to 5 years experience for
commercial and
residential projects.
Responsibilities will
include detailing of
structural steel and
reinforced concrete
structures. Salary
Send
negotiable.
Ted
resume
to
Consulting
Billington
Engineers, P. 0. Box
-422, Murray, Ky.

LADIES OR HUSBANDwife team. Queensway
to fashion is expanding
in_ your
area. Need
.
counselors
and
managers to give some
fashion shasuiags. High
earning-no investment$400. Free wardrobe.
Call 901-885-9150 or 8851289.
SELL HORSE related
products. Experience
not necessary. Must
have transportation.
Call Murray, 753-2287.

51,0004000.00

t
Spent for our product lost
year. We now hove locations
available You invest from
$/,475 to $11080 Port or
full-time.
We
provide
training and a complete
turn-key business If you
guarantee
qualify
we
minimum 100% cosh return
- 1st year. This -is not vending
or rack sales. For information call (703) 4947023 or write including
Phone Number to M I. A..
Inc 1376 Longview Dr Suite
No 12,- Woodbridge, Vo
22191 -

NEEDS
TEACHER
babysitter for infant.
References and transportation required. Call
753-72b4.
BABYSITTER needed for
day, for a 2 year old.
Call 753-8675 anytime.
$100.00 and more weekly
possible working Part
Time at home. Age and
Education no barrier.
Send self addressed
stamped envelope.
King, Box 233 VM
Mantua, N. J. 08051.

I SHOVELED
OFF THE
PPONT STEPS
=..

NEED ONE OR two
_ tobacco _strippers for
dark fired tobacco. Call
753-0672.

Tt-IE CAPTAIN

5Alt, NO ONE
CAN COME IN
gERE BETWEEN
V1EALS.,

50ME 60'1'5
AE PIZErN
ANGRY -

Asoxr

WELL 54ICCiE
TIZrED TO
"ItE

f-low
ANGRY
F

-foam
ORDER,
CAPTAIN

THI5?

LETTING THEM
GO ..50 THEY CAN
MENTIFY 652

YOU'RE

fE
k

„RELAX SKULL.ONE
MINUTE AFTER WE GET
THE GENERAL ABOARD.
THEY'LL BE DEA2

$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
SPARETIME! Unbelievably, excitingly
easy! , Send
selfaddressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

If
you
have
previous insurance
experience in the
past 3 years and
are now working
on another job call
Bankers Life and
Casualty Company
- Telephone 4431192 and learn
how you can make
a good income in
your spare time.
Confidential interview
An Equal Opportunity
Company
10 Business Opportunity

15 Articles For Sale
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
ta,your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1303 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
DILL EEECTRIC has
furnace blower motors
for sale. Call 753-9104.

?.`

14. Want To Buy

Igx=0:1

,

( BUT
• I-10W CAN
_
t
A VACATION'W-IEN
TNERES ONE 1.11
OF THE- CtTY-

eNdoy

sEcnom

MENT

COINS AMERICAN and
_Ittreign.,Also ald
Call 753-9232.

avEME

TS NAME,AN'

THOSE YELLOW
.BELLIES OtifT

THE NAME,

0-10E--:'

WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvega....,Junked and
-wrecked cirs needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
FUR, fted Fox, $45.00.
Grey
fox, $30.00.
Muskrat, $5.00. Nittric
$17.00. Raccoon $15.00.
Deck Antiques. 1725
Parkview, Hopkinsville,
Ky. 502-886-3438.

32 Apartments For Rent

NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
spring.
Agrifor
Products has them. Call
753-2958.

NEW TWO BEDROOM
town houses, carpet,
dishwasher, disposal,
range, refrigerator,
washer-dryer hookup
Central heat and air.
Private deck. Call 753-

D-17 ALLLS CHALMER
tractor, plow, disc and 2
row John Deere drill.
Call 753-5936.

33.Room F

PIE SAFE. Call 753-8103.
FIRE• SCREEN for
fireplace
and
accessories. Will sell
separate or together.
Call 753-8200.

NICE WHTIE cooking
range, good condition.
$49.00. Call 753-1394.
BRICK SAW BLADES,
assorted sizes. Will cut
steel, brick, cement
blocks, all kinds of light
metals and almost
anything else. Can be
seen at Murray Lumber
Co.
MOBILE HOME DOORS,
fireproof safes, -heat
tapes for water lines.
Fire alarms for homes.
Hale Lock Shop, 7535980.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
618.00
per
rick
delivered. Call 753-3047
or 753-1358.
PLAY PEN, Bunk beds,
good condition. $9.00
Call 753-5419.
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also
treated poles 8' through
20'. Murray Lumber
Company, 104 Maple,
Murray.
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre, Big K,
Bel Aire -Shopping
Center.

WOOD FOR SALE.
Hickory and oak. Call
Jim Rock Hudson, 4374481.
FOR SALE: 870 mag two
ribbed barrels 28-M, 30F, $225. 4-H-78-15
radials, used 2,000
miles, $150. Fiberglass
camper top, long wheel
base, $200. 10 x 10 HiLow shag carpet and
pad, $100. Antique brass
lamp, $275. Call 753-8321
or 753-0359.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AM Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah,Ky.
20. Sports Equipment

Truck Bed
Tool Boxes
$8995
Murray Nome
& Auto
16. Home Furnishings
KING SIZE water. bed
with pedestal frame,
new.
Still
under
warranty. $130. Call 8987733 anytime.
11.Vacuum Cleaners
SALE: KIRBY Vacuum,
500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum ,for $29.95. Call
753-0359.
ELECI'ROLU X SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
19. Farm Equipment
FOR SALE 300 Bales of
hay. Call 435-4426.

R,nt

FURNISHED'
NICE
room. Can be seen 300
Woodlawn,
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.
34. Houses for Rent

FOR SALE - fiberglass
jon boat with sails and
rigging for fishing or
sailing, $200. Fireplace
mantle, $25. One ton
chain hoist, $75. See at
Murray Muffler Service,
7th and Maple.
22 Musical
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, ' 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray.,
Ky.
24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
YE OLD Horsetrading
Post and
Auction.
General merchandise
wholesale and retail.
Used furniture, antique
toys, throw rugs, throw
pillows, consignments
taken. Flea market
space available. We
- buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 4362575.

HOUSE DIVIDED in
duplex. Call 753-4331.
TWO BEDROOM house
for rent on Ryan
Avenue. Call '753-7567.
ONE BEDROOM house in
Hazel, unfurnished. Call
492-8746.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
38 Pets

AKC WHITE POODLES,
1 three year old. 9 week
old
puppies.
Reasonable. Call 753E413.

27 Mobile Home Sales

1974 12 x 65 mobile home.
Three bedroom, 1 and 44
bath. On 90 x 180 lot. Call
753-6346.

29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home. Excellent condition. Electric. $80 for
single, $85 for couple.
Call 753-8216.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE
FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South 13th.
TWO BEDROOM furnished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
p. m. M-F.
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AKC WHITE TOY Poodle
puppy. Call 527-7858.
ALASKAN MALAMUTE
puppies, show and pet
qualities. Champion
blood lines. Shots and
wortned. Call 753-9390.
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LARGE YARD_sitle___on_
corner of Hazel and Tom

UN

Taylor Road. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 96.

by

43. Real Estate
TV SALE. Drive to cube
and save. We have the
lowest prices on all
Zenith TV's. Shop
around and compare.
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.

NS,

Supplies

41. Public Sales
ZS alANNEL JoItl
telephone CB for sale.
Never been used. Call
753-9867 nights, 753-4171
days.
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26 TV Radio

FOR SALE: Honeywell 7
770 automatic flash unit._
New batteries, slave
12 x 60 fully furnished and
trigger. $75. Call 527carpeted. Extras. Call
8591.
753-5807.

Chistevt St. 753-237t

BUSINESS FOR SALE.
The Blueberry Patch in
Dixieland
Shopping
Center is a real opportunity to sell name
brand junior clothes and
jeans.
Apply
to
manager.
Located
behind BuckinghamRays. Fixtures' and
merchandise. Lease
building.

19.Farm Equipment

GATESBOROUGH
HOME. -Exceptional
quality-built home in
Gatesborough Subdivision with 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, large den
with beautiful cedar
paneling, wood beamed
ceiling and lovely
fireplace, formal dining
room, kitchen, utility
room, 2 car garage and
many extras. This home
has lovely decor and is
truly unique. Phone us
today for an appointment to view this
home. Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
COZY -c.064FORT is the
word for this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwoed
Subdivision. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central' heat and air,
patio, 2 car-garage with

dlubTe

concrete

driveway. New and
o -ready for someone to
• move right in. You will
love the - up-to-theminute appointments.
Do come and see for
yourself. GUY SPANN
REALTY,
901
Sycamore,75-7724'.

WE HAV ,T'ROSPF,CTS
for thr e bedroom
homes up1 to the 20's.
Come -.1by
Wllso
ea
FOUR R0011 PRIVATE--Insure-OW.ea
Estate,__acrosi frem the
apartment, fully furpost office br 'call 753.nished.
Deposit
3263. '
required, $150 per
,
month. All utilities plus
FOR SAFE 80 acres,
cable T. V. furnished.
house,five miles East of
Call 753-'9829.
Hardin. Near lake.
Terms. Call 1-313-292NEW TWO BEDROOM
7180.
apartments._ Carpet.,
disposal, range,
refrigerator,
washer,
TWO ACRES OP land
dryer hookup. Private
east of Almo on blacktop
patio. Call 753-7550.
road. Call 753-4418. ,

set
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46. Homes For S'at.

Eatt

WILL DO BASYSITITNG
in my home. By day or
week. Call 7514526.

FOR SALE. Near Lynn THREE BEDROOM
BRICK, paved drive.
Grove. Good 3 bedroom
Large lot. Storage
home on two acres. Two
building. Call 753-3257 or
baths, two fireplaces,
753-4140.
carpet, good well. Large
storage building.
Concrete floor. Three 813 SHA-WA CIRCLE.
Stall tool shed. Paved
Brick
ho-me,
3
road. Only $25,000. Good
bedrobms, 11/2 bath,
28 x 60 ft. business
living room, paneled
building on Highway 94
family room, kitchen,
East, 14i lot. 470 ft.
utility room, carport,
frontage. Ideal for most
metal storage building.
any type business. Has
Dead end street. Call
good well and mobile
753-6843.
home hookup. Give us a
bid. Galloway Realty,
505
Main
Street,
Murray, Ky. Phone 7535842.
NEW
LISTING3
bedroom, 1% bath home
near Murray - High
Sehool Home is eitremely'heat and nicely
decorated, has central
heat and air, garage,
fenced backyard and
ample storage areas.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY,at 753-1222 for
more information on
this fine home. Priced at
633,500.
WE HAVE an out of state
client wanting a house
with one or tiro acres
between Muriay and
Mayfield. Also Client
has asked us to locate
acreage east of Murray
preferably with pines.
Call us now at 753-1492
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101
or
Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
KIRKWOOD DRIVE.
Four bedroom, 3 bath
brick and frame home
with pella windows, sun
deck, central gas heat,
central electric air, full
basement, double
garage, and many other
features for comfortable
living. Well landscaped
lot. Call 753-8080 or come
by 105 N. 12th, Boyd
Majors Real Estate.
REALTORS

EXPERT REPAIR of
Volkswagen cars.
Reasonable rates. Call
Don 753-9268 or 753-8046
till 4 p. m.

E.LECLICENSE
TRICIAN and gas inwill do
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

OR
SALE

C

Phone

753-5862
hew 7 ti 6

47 Motorcycles

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.

1962 WHITE ROAD
tractor, 220 Cummings
diesel engine,10 speed r.
r. transmission. Tandem axle. Engine and
transmission like new.
Looks good. $3500 or
trade. Call 436-5353.

Jerry Burkeen
Bookkeeping
And Tax
Service

YAMAHA MINI Enduro. 1971 DODGE VAN, 6
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
cylinder, automatic, /
3
4
Honda 550 four with
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
windjammer. Call 753-.
2226.
1970 FORD MAVERICK,
straight shift, six
Automoti,
48
cylinder, over $525.
Maintenance recently
1968 FORD MOTOR.
,240 6
Brake
completed.
cylinder, $75. also 1972
radiator,
cylinders,
350 Jawa • motorcycle,
heater rebuilt. New
less than 2,000 miles.
carburetor, plugs,
$350. Both in A-1 conpoints, hoses, battery,
dition. Call 753-9991.
distributor, timing
chain, etc. Top condition
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
mechanically. Ready
for another 60,000 miles
MATADOR
1974
trouble free tranBrougham, excellent
sportation. Book value,
condition. $1700. Must
$875. First $825 takes it.
sell. Call 753-023 after
Call 753-7683 after 5 p.
4:30.
m.
1972 FORD PICKUP, 6
PLYMOUTH
cylinder with air. 1968 .1973
Pontiac Bonneville with, BAIRRACUDA, 318 V-8,
air.
and
power
air and power. May be
Automatic, tape player,
seen at Murray Muffler
vinyl roof, one owner.
Service, 7th and Maple
Call 753-6534.
Street.
1976 GMC %TON. Heavy
Duty tires and springs.
Low mileage. Perfect
condition. $3850. Call
753-4716.

BIG HOUSE for family,
renters help pay.-Five
bedrooms, 3 baths,
fireplace, central heat.
Call 753-9612.

1976 BUICK REGAL,
automatic, power and
air, bucket seats, AMFM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel. Call 489-2666.

Annual Camper &
Travel Trailer Show
of West Ky. Twin Lakes Recreational
Vehicle Dealers Association
will be held
Tuesday, February 1
through Sunday, February 6
From 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
at the
Paducah Mall, Paducah, Ky.

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
MURRAY
ELECTRONICS & SECURITY
ItIt's Electronic We'll Service It
TV',, Radios, Stereos, C.B. Radios servked.
Fire S Security 'mammon Instilled.
Eddy Williams
603 South 4th Street
Lewis Andrews
Phone 753-3436

FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has al:
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Edsel Pacer with rebuilt
r.engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
- call -753-6564.
1974 VEGA GT, air
condition, new tires. FM
stereo tape. Good
condition. Call 492-8558
after 5:00.
1975 OLDS 442. silver with
black stripes. Loaded
with extras. Local, one
owner. Call 753-3465.
FOUR WHEEL /DRIVE
1973 Dodge pickup. Call
753-5532.
4975' F-250 FWD toPper,
14.35 mudders. Power
steering, power brakes,
automatic transmission.
Call 767-6264.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.
50 Campers

• ir

TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

RADIOLOGIC
'TECHNOLOGIST
Salary ctimmenstwate with experience.
Excellent benefit program including paid
retirement. Contact Personnel Office,
Murray:.Calloway County Hospital, '502753-5131, extension 451.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

51 Services Offered

1969
PONTIACExecutive, brown, air.
Good condition. Call 7533559.

1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.

46 Homes For Sale

TELEPHONE 7531661

IN alb""tle-11-sverser'
shwas wads as ...
EASILY-

0ound portable pews,
house apes ad the won

EFFECTIVELY-

1
. •
amts. rams-re wearennt,.11

49 Used Cats & Trucks

CHEVROLET
1973
CHEYENNE. Four
wheel drive. Good
condition. Blue and
white. Bought ne'w in
Benton. Call after 5 p.
m. 436-5552.

South 12th at Sycemore

RENT RINSENVACI
feinted

5,-,

/IN SURE OUR NEW PRESIDENT
WILL FIND IT USEFUL IN THE OVAL
ROOM."

BY OWNER .411ESouth 5th
Street. Brick2kt baths. Ijpstairs - 3 bedrooms, storage
room, wall to wall carpet.
Two bedrooms downstairs,large living room, den,
and dining room.
kit.chen
Glassed front porch with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2 fireplaces,one
gas log. Large full basement
• carpeted, 'it bath, four
separate rooms, laundry
room, one kitchen sink,
shower. Double car garage
with extra room in back,
completely
insulated.
Double paved driveway,one
brick outbuilding, fruit
trees, .9 of an acre. Completely fenced.

1

out demi dims thrf ana
owns a Iso* sent
ECONOMICALLY-

Searching for the clever way to say "I Love You?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advisors will be happy to help you write your nte44sage.

Riot tor sole $12.00 a day
1.1-Air Decor Store

ItsLair Gower 1153541

Office at...

Farmers Grain
and Seed Co.
ilroad Avenue, Murra
Call 753-4636
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 75'3-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
4
GUTTERIING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters ittailed per
your specif cations. Call
Doug Tayl at 753-2310
for free esdmates.
ICAL
FAIN'S
Service.
Residential;
mobile h me-hookup
and servi
Licensed.
Roger Fa 4354539.
TILE - T
- TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, bnck and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 7b3-8500.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
TAXES PREPARED,
will pick up information
needed at your home
and return completed
form to you. Call Jim
Fitch, 753-9799 for appointment.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.
WILL DO inside or outside painting and,small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
HAVING TROUBLE
-getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to
completion. Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.

r

"Mn

To Mom and Dad ...

-

WILL BABYSIT in my
home days. Call 753-

NAPPY
VALENTINE'S
DAY

$25°
To Our
Favorite
Teacher
lo Jane - I
my Valentine

Smith - 'Thanks for
making Science fun to learn
We think sitssi're tops!
'
from
Your Class

Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft. and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10! A 10' x 10' room
would only be &TM. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.

take ' no

wont you to,
and I won i
for an answerl

$300

$300

Phone 753-1916

NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.

The Murray Ledger & Times

FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Delivery within 3 days to
Murray Area. Call.
evenings 901-247-5569.

Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
Your Lured Ones This Year
With 4 Ledger & Times Valentine

GLASS REPAIR , and
replacement for homes autos - stores. M and G
Cornplete Glass,
5,
-No.
Building
Shopping
Dixieland
Center. Phone 753-0180.

ONLY 15' PER- WORD

SOME EXAMPLES:

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.

($1.50 MINIMUM)
WRITE YOUR MESSAGE
IN FORM BElOW

Dear Jimmy (Niter) I lov•
morel than words can
*Swiss,. I hop* we will always be together to shore
the good and the bad Love
always, ,tocr (Chock) P S
Wituter loves you too'

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.

WANZA Happy Vision
tine $ Day to the sweetest
and most loving *oft and
mother My love you Lorry
and Chod

Al fry love goes
to you on
Valentines Day,
Love John.

FOR YOUR_ SEPTIC
TANK and bapktioe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

Name
Address
City
Zip

54 Free Column
2
ftm-a-le black puppies.
Part Labrador Call 7533453 or 753-9846.

Waller Z

Mrs.

SALE: KIRBY

LICENSEE) ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-06415.-

of marriage I'm still tatod
over-heels in love withv you)

$25°

TRASH SERVICE.
Garages cleaned. Trash
hauled off. Warehouses,
barns, etc. Call 767-2357.

CUSTOM HAY -bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090

To My Wife, Ann ...
After 1$ wonderful years

We couldn't have picked a
nicer pair of parents in the
world! Have a Happy Vol
entine's Dayl
Mike and Sue

WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home day or
night. Call 753-5947.

State
Phone

THREE MALE AND

51. Service! Offered
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call ot•
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

Shout Them from the Classifieds!

aeons Me way
OrMessonals 0o-al
a neaten of is. cost
(YOU SAVE UP TO
S25 00 PER ROOM)

SAVE
FREE
20 Mitt
DfLIVEItY

/ MAIL
I To:
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
,

Ledger & Time's
P. O.Rot 32
Murray,Ky.42071
-

Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 16, 1977.

8425.811 op,fleeted, reedy te see. Abe great gee bu5d. so
lew es S308.111L V: ep te 24 60 stemilerd, bet ea roast
soy Site seeded. ley tbe hest ter lees.
PISTON BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 7534984

ealiMene
I.

-01MIlase
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Local Man Keeps Art
Of Clockmaking Alive

Deaths and Funerals

rviedr-Aff Tod ay
For E. B. Brandon
_Funeral services for E. B.
Brandon are being held today
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
Funeral
Blalock-Coleman
Home with the Rev. C. C.
Brasher and the Rev:' Calvin
Wilkins officiating. -Providing
the song service is the Elm

Mrs. Ezell, Monier /01111-t Owen Dies
Monday Morning
Of Mrs,- .Crouch,,
John Lonnice Owen, age 78,
Dies At Hospital
died Monday at 8:45.a. m. at
Mrs. Jennie Viola Ezell,
Route Two, Hopkinsville,
mother of Mrs. Ronald Crouch
of Murray, died Friday-at ten
p. m. at the Jennie Stuart
Memorial

Hospital,

~^.

the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn: He was
a retired carpenter of Route
Three, Paris, Tenn.
Survivors are -his-wife, Mrs.
Elsie Townsend Owen:, one
daughter, Mrs. Annie Lowe,
Paris, Tenn,; four 'sons,
Carlos E. Owen and John R.
Owen, Paris, Tenn., Willie T.
Owen, Springville, Tenn., and
Dorris Lee Owen,- Lansing.

Grover Baptist Church Choir Hopkinsville.
The deceased was 74 years
with Aubrey Cook as director
member of -the
and Mrs. Bobbie Burkeen as of age and a
Cumberlind
Lick
Flat
pianist.
Serving as pallbearers are Presbyterian Church there.
1902,-1n
Randy, Roger, Billy Earl, and Boit November 12,
•
the Mich. •
Tommy Brandon, Ben ken- Trigg County, she was
Also surviving are five
late Caleb
drick, and Pete Estes. Burial daughter of the
sisters, Mrs. Belle Page,
Mathis and Wootsie Newtan
will be in the Elm Grove Mathis.•Puryear,
Tenn. Mrs. Mentie
-Cemgery,'
Mr. Brandon, age 83, died
Sunday at 2:45 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. His.
wife, Mrs. Ruby Warford
Brandon, died April II, 1974.
He was a member of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church, and
was a retired farmer and

.

Tenn., Mrs.
ge, Paris;'
Mrs. Ezell is survived bT-Pi—
and Mrs.
Dinkins
Bertha
two daughters, Mrs. Crouch of
Fannie mennnipi. _McKenzie._
Mtfrray and Mrs. deorge Pyle
Mrs. Dollie
of Hopkiziaville; two sons, Tenn., and
Tenn.; two
_Henry,
and_
_Glisson,
Hilliaid Eaell;
Charlie Owen,
brothers,
Two,
Route
Ezell,
Boyd
Wiley
Hopkinsville; one sister, Mrs. McKenzie; Tehn., and
Tenn.
Mattie Johnson, Hopkinsville; Owen, Como,
The funeral will be held
two brothers..Lapder ibthis
Christian Malty and AtvtirIC Wedne8daY2tImP--P-m- at the
Cnapel, Ridgeway
Mathis, Hppkinsville; seven Levon
Paris, Tenn., with
Morticians,
grandchildren; one great
burial to follow in New Bethel
grandchild.
Cemetery.
The funeral was held
Friends may call at .the
Sunday at two p. m. at the
funeral home.
Home
Funeral
Hughart
Chapel, Hopkinsville, with the
Rev. Euel Phelps officiating.
Burial was in the Flat Lick
Cemetery there.

grocery-many One on, Earl
----Brandon, died in September
„.
1951.
-The- urray maxi i ui vii
by two daughters, Mrs. Roy
Elva Lena ) Wilson, Broken
Arrow, Okla., and Mrs. Ed
-(Geraldine)Kendrick, Dallas,
Texas; three sons, John and
wife, Helen; Murray Route
Three, d. T. and wife,
Beauton, and Howard and
wife, Ruth, Murray Route
Four,- daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Lottie Brandon, Murray; one
brother, Isaac Brandon,vAhno
Route One; fifteen grandThe- funeral- for Vernon
children; fifteen great
Hale,
retired
Murray
grandchildren.
businessman, was held
Monday at three p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill.
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos and the
Rev. Dr. James Fisher, Sr:,
Raberlsen,
Jr.,
was
soloist
and
Mrs. Mary
The funeral for Mrs. Jack
(Dean Grant) Austin will be Farmer ivas pianist; ,
Pallbearers were Billy.
held Wednesday at ten a. m. at
The chapel ö1the -Mairthilr- Claris7RonaltiGhtirehili;ETACchill Funeral Home with the Riley, Cliff Cochran, Henry
Bev. Kelly Fitmerald and the Fulton, Loren-Adams, Albert
Rev. Robert A. Brockhoff (Took) Wilson, and Dr. James
officiating. The song service C. Hart. Burial-was in the
will be by Gus Robertson, Jr. Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Hale, age 81, died
Pallbearers will be -James
Swarm, Gillard Ross, Max Saturday at 5,:50 p.m. at-the
Horace Churchill, Jr., Art Murray-Calloway County
Bailey, Ronnie Rogers, and Hospital. He was-a member, of
Wallace Austin. Burial will be the First Christian Church and
in the Chapel Hill Cemetery in the Murray Rotary Club, and
had.servedoathe City School _
Graves County.
Friends
at
4
he___Board,
Electric Power Board,._
oall
Imay
• and City Council He retired in
funeral home.
Mrs. Austin, age 49, died 194:7 as Inktrl:ager V-1Yre
Sunday at noon at her home, National Stores, Inc., and had
102 South Fifteenth -sireet,_Aeen in the clothing and dry
Murray. She was a member dl goods business for fifty-three
the First Baptist Church. Born years in the same location.
He is survived by his wife,
May 16, 1927, she was the
daughter of the late James Mrs. Elizabeth Higgins Hale,
David Grant and Ina Ellen 713 Olive Street, Murray, to
idirim he was married in
Malone Grant.
Survivors include her December 1915 oneson,Solon
husbahd,Jack Austin, and two G.Hale,Murray Route Three;
sons, Doug and Grant Austin, two half sisters, Mrs. Ruby
102 South Fifteenth Street, Jane Skillin and Mrs. MartOYI
Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Bradley, Sarasota, Fla.; six
Kelly (Frances) Fitzgerald, grandchildren, Diane, David,Baton Rouge, La., Mrs. Van, and John Hale, Eddie
Virginia lrfield, Richland, Hudgins, and; Mrs. Susan
Ga., and Mrs. Max H. (Mary Hopkins; three great grand.
Ann ) Churchill, Belleville, children.
Ill.; two brothers, Perry
Grant, West Covina, Calif.,
and Terry Grant, Costa Mesa,
Calif.
.

Each of Cooper's clocks
stands 7% feet pH in demi
burled and straight-grain
walnut cabinets. Arabic
numerated faces are highly
polished brass, with gleaming
silver trim rings, imported
from West Germany. The
pendulum? bob is brass, alsoas are the three clockweights.
Cooper's clocks are powered
by weights, not springs.
"When the weights are
properly adjusted, it. makes
-for one of Vie most accurate
timepieces in the world," he
said. When wound by pushing
up the weight chains, the. big
clock ticks rhythmically far

two," Cooper said. Fehr notes ,
*shime every. quarter-hour,
eight at the half-hour, 12 at
'three-quarters, and 16 chime
on the hour, he explained. The
chimes precede the striking of
the hour.
CoOper began selling his
clocks in his workshop west of
Midway. "I just sold them to
people I knew, and word
spread from house to hoh.se,"
he said.
Word-of-mouth advertising
4e& to sales in Murray *lad
-Tennessee but he's also sold
clocks as far away- as
- Oklahoma and Michigan.
"I've sold 34 clocks so far,"
Cooper said, "and I've got. 14
eight days.
One of the most interesting more on order, and I never
Cooper, 61, says he comes
the -traditional finished but one that I didn't
by his knack for clock-making (sutureshonestly. His grandfather,one grandfather clock is a "moon already have 'sold before it
, _ ____ _
of-the first-sawmill „pardt„,-s—eyele-above-_the_ face that__was_done" __,__ _
in
GerLike
cloclmialierk
man-in-theuses
a
grinning
and
cabinetmakers
in
Calloway County, made clocks moon to illustrate the lunar many, Switzerland and other
giiropean countries, Cooper
phases.
on the side.
must of the Avosid used in , The clock also plays three lives,Above his workshop in a
far different- - -aline- ---tiinear aiiiiiIIT apartment whieh he
Cooper
'
s two daughters was7-Virestminsterr-Wittington,and shares with extra teals.and
walnut cut at his grand., SL Michael's. "The West- walnut planks._._
_
It's refreshing to see a taste
father's Terrapin Bottom mill minster tune is 'I Know My
Redeemer Liveth,' but I don't of yesteryear ...in _craftabout 100 years ago.
know the names of the other smanship -such at Cooper's.
And frointheleeksef the work
on these clocks, they'll be
around for years to come to
remind the children of
tomorrow how things used to
be made.

By DAVID itILL
Murray Ledger & Times
Staff Writer
The old world craftsmanship of line clock-malting
is not gone — ft's alive and
well in Calloway County.
Julius Cooper, a brick
mason by trade, started
cabinet making as a hobby,
and then when he retired,
began making grandfather
clocks.
The clocks are a sight to
behold, and are made entirely
by hand, no preassembled
parts, except for the works of
the clock. The entire cabinet is
-carved- and put together be

^

_•_.

Julius Cooper carefully sets the
grandfather docks.

time on one of his

A

-

Final Rites Held
For Vernon Hale

Mrs. Dean Austin's
Funeral Services
To Be Wednesday -- -officuu-ng. Gus

ADVERTISEAENT

Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furni.shed to the Ledger & Times by
m.Simon Co: areas follows:
Indus. Ay

Don't blame
your age for
poor hearing

Airco
Am. Motors ......
Ashland Oil
AT&T........
Ford Motor
Gen. Dynamics
Geri. Motors
Gen. TIre......
Goodrich .
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Radio

-133
unc
44 one
35's ..i.
-A,
.
59'a -1.

er
2 Pieces of ChIckeri
Mashed Potatoes & Oravy
Hot Roll
A COMPLETE MEAL

Cooper gives a finA inspection to a completed clock.

Cooper and his daughter, Mrs. Roy Cothran, stand in
• front of a dock that he made for her from iyo-od that
was-cutaver 100 years ago.

Dr. Barrett To Speak For UCM
"Psychological
Implications of Capital Punishment"Lwill be the topic to be
discussed by Dr. Terry
Barrett,
professor
of
psychology at Murray -State
University, at the luncheon at
the United Campus Ministry
on Wednesday, February 2.
Tills will be the third
presentation in the current
UCM luncheori series dealing
with Capital Punishment.
Previous speakers have been

Puppeteers To
Be At Library

State Sen. Richard Weisenberger discussing the political
implications and the Rev.
Rick Kirchoff Speaking
against capital puniShment
for religious reasons..
Dr. Barrett received his
Ph.D from the University of
Colorado, Boulder, and has
been at Murray State since
1975.
The luncheon will be from
12:30 to 1:20 p.m. The cost Will
be 81.25 and for information
call 753-3531.

Hour

will

be

The Following Financial
Institutions Are Cooperating
In Our

Energy
Emergency

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 354.0,
down 0.1.
Below dam 303.2, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, ra.m. 354.0,

Story

MURRAY

held

down 0.1.

February 2,, at
Below-dam 309.3, up 0.2.
3:00 p.m. for all ages at the
Sunset 5:20. Sunrise 7:00.
Calloway County Public
-48
265.
Library.
H At I%
11.ASEUS
773ii
Richard Valentine, well'
t, ,11 ,1 -....f IN.. Ai'
29', one
--The
34
known pumeteer,,will present
4 *1
• tratiS
Chicago, ill. — A free offer of
• '7
23'1 -.19
his show "Lester Skunk's
\:
ut('•tor.
one
special interest to those: who
20 ag.,t
,
to !rive
Unbirthday
Party."
The
hear_ but do not understand
107i -4
'•
in.
19 one ,puppets are all Valentine's
words has been announced by
4 atilt,
23' +
'originals and are unique in
it
:tce
1. ,Itit-tt on
Beltone. A -non-operating Prices.of stock of local interest at noon design.
a I
today, furnished Jo the Ledger &
3.44
model of the smallest Beltone EDT,
As
with
Valentine's
previous.
Times- by First of Michigan, Cory of
Lk, 'Witt '.'t •badly _worn.
Puppet
Theatre
Murray
areas follow •
productions:,,•
aid of i kind will-be given ab,,,
the -childrr in the audience -!-L V.' Ft e,
sOlutely'free to anyone an- ''''Heublein Inc
•
27
will participate in tht ,story.
pon
46
il:rt,!,,
, rfacing. thy 447,swering this advertisement. • m
`rznattuscorp
"
There will be no further
r9tigh ra,ls. that
Send for this non-operating
43s. -.-s programs Scheduled at the
ttlt: ,!, .11T tat"
could
uirs:n'ell;r1%;lcierk
model,put it on.and-wean-it-in -W44 Goieepublic library until the energy' am:40•?..r.4
tl-ri r iiold"
. ...
29.1.
the privacy of your own home. General
crisis is lifted, a spokesman
$111). 1,1111..ii over
Elec.
531. -4-14
It on
;',.e
While many people with a GAF Corp
unc
said.
Georgia Pacific .
unc
hearing loss will not receive Pfizer
26?,
Walters
3444 unc
3.) any significant benefit from Jim
Kirsch .
15,i(me
. ...
4114 laRC
any hearing aid, this hôn Disney
Franklin %fit
..••••••21'n
working model will show you
how tiny hearing help can be,
• and it's yours to keep, free
.actual _aid_ weighs-less
One Of The Many
than a third -`
ounce, and
Items For Your Home
State Market- News Servicc.•
its all,at ear level, in one unit. 4 Federal
February 1,1977 '
These 'Inodels are free, so' Kentucky Purchase Area Ho Market
From:
We sUggeld'yoti write for yours .,1115711 1.:?,:t.11
e .35 e.s
Yuigssott, ows &
now. Again, we repeat, there L;1;raig
!•°
:,-`""t15''.251°4)erso teady
is no. cost, and certainly -no 'lis 1-2-i043171M7-- * s40.25.40.50
1914 Coldwater Road
$39.75-40.25
obligation. _Thousands have 1_11 21 -34 2
2 4t:1
1)
1i1
639.00-3.75
Many
Fresh
Houseplants
Too. Brighten up
s
139.00:A.00
already been mailed, so write us0-4 280-pi0 lbs.
'
Wednesday,

Our Opening Hours will be
Monday through Thursday

10:00 a.m. to 3.00 p.m.
Friday -.10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Until the Emergency is Relieved
Thank You For Your Understanding and Cooperation

Bank of Murray

Just Arrived!

Rattan
Wall Rack

Purchase Area
Hog Market

The Bamboo Garden

-M4011)s. .. .7... . $3101
---44s11
'e
'liejkli-WI
- IfAiliI43-riiii.
US4-3 3011-450 lbs.
1131.00-33.00
'Electronics, 4201 W.• Victoria us 1-3 4504150 lbs $33.00-3310few 34.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
St., Chieago, 111. 60646.
530-16.
Roars 18.00-20.00
,..
...
se

these winter days with a touch of spring.

9-5 P.M. Mon.-Sat.

753-0317

Onea7
view PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY C KY.

Federal Savings And Loan
Murray Branch
,

•

